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Abstract
This document provides standards assessment, strategies for power and Information Technology (IT)
combination standards as a means to consider the issues involved in combining a telecoms and an
electricity network. The main purpose of combining the telecoms and electricity network is increased
integration of electric power systems and IT systems.
Standards assessment and evaluations, presented in the deliverable, provide detailed information on
telecoms and energy standards available that are suitable for the Mas2tering project.
Additionally, recommendations for combining evaluated standards, identified areas for future
improvements and an overview of the smart metering solutions and their standards in Italy, United
Kingdom, France and Belgium are provided.
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Executive summary
Given the significant and growing role of the standardisation in the telecommunications and electricity
network, it is critical that the main standardisation bodies and available standards are identified and
examined. Substantial amount of research, development, and innovation activities have taken place in
the smart grid landscape. A number of authorities have taken a leadership in the process of standards
review, development and modifications.
This deliverable presents the results of the standards assessment and identifies relevant standards
based on the Mas2tering use cases as well as provides recommendations for combining them in the
project. The set of telecom and energy standards is identified based on existing smart grid systems,
Smart Grid Conceptual Model, Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) Framework and various reports
published by the standardisation authorities (mainly CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination
Group).
The following are the three use cases in the project, which are detailed in the deliverable D2.1. Further
refinement of the use cases will be available later in the project as part of the deliverable D6.1.
Use Case 1: Secure and effective connection of commercial home energy boxes with public
DSO smart meter and consumption profile optimization,
Use Case 2: Decentralised energy management in a local area with Multi-Agents,
Use Case 3: Enhancing grid reliability, performance and resilience.
The work in this deliverable is aligned with the international standardisation procedures and activities
in the smart grid including the work required by the European Commission’s mandate M/490.
In addition to the standards suitability, a number of equally important aspects have been discussed in
the standards evaluation including problems, benefits, usability, interoperability and security. As a
result of the evaluation, it has been decided that many of the standards will be useful in the project
including FIPA-ACL, IEC 61850, CIM (IEC 61968/61970/62325), OpenADR, USEF, ZigBee, IEC
62351, IEEE PC37.240, IEEE 2030, IEEE 1250 and GS OSG 001.
This deliverable also provides brief recommendations regarding the combination and improvement of
available telecom and energy standards such as IEEE PC37.240, IEC 62351 (for cybersecurity), CIM
(for software and data model design), and IEEE 2030 standard (for interoperability) are briefly
discussed in this document.
Importantly, gaps still exist in communication standards, protocols, and technologies particularly in
relation to interoperability and security of communication systems, despite of the significant work
being carried out by the standardisation organisations worldwide.
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1 Introduction
Deliverable D5.2 is an output of the task T5.1 “Multi-Agent System individual component
communication interface design” and also relates to Task 5.2 “Holonic and secure MAS architecture
global communication design and development” within the Mas2tering WP5 “Design and
Development of the MAS Components and Interfaces”.
The purpose of this deliverable is to perform an assessment of the available telecom and energy grid
standards suitable for Mas2tering project, deliver recommendations for combining standards
effectively, and provide areas for possible future improvements in the telecommunication and Smart
Grid standardisation.

1.1

Structure of the document

The document is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the relevance of
standardisation to Mas2tering and its use cases. It introduces the international standardisation
authorities and their activities in the areas of smart grid and telecommunications. Section 2 also
references the standards selection methodology which is detailed in the annex. Section 3 describes
standards assessment procedure and provides evaluations and recommendations. Section 4 is an
overview of standards used in smart meters in Italy, France, United Kingdom and Belgium and
comprises of information on smart meter devices. Finally, section 5 is a document summary and
provides mapping of the evaluated standards, protocols, and technologies to the Mas2tering use cases
and to the seven layers of the OSI model.
The annexes contain additional useful material not included in the main content for the purpose of
brevity. Annex A describes standardisation bodies related to the smart grid and their approved
standards. Annex B details the methodology used for the standards’ selection. Annex C provides
further details on the evaluated standards and the details in Annex D relate to the standards in some of
the European smart grid projects.
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2 Standardisation in Telecommunication and Smart Grids and
Relevance to Mas2tering
Telecommunication and energy grid standards are important for utilities and researchers who aim to
identify standards that solve problems in smart grids. Harmonising those standards can help improve
the implementation of smart grids and will allow the industry to grow.
In the context of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), an increased interest has been observed due to a wide
application of the MAS to thousands of systems including diagnostics, monitoring, power system
restoration, market simulation, network control and automation (McArthur, et al., 2007) which rely on
standards to deliver a foundation for market dissemination and customer satisfaction. Standards are an
underlying factor in MAS and have an ability to inspire, improve productivity, increase market
structures and most importantly boost economic growth.
For companies, standards are essential for creating new, reliable and safe systems and products, which
are compatible with existing systems and products. Regulators use standards to identify efficiency
needs, to establish saving targets and to measure compliance. Researchers, on the other hand, are
interested in standards to discover new and better techniques for technology development and
deployment.

2.1

Mas2tering Use Cases

A brief description of the three use cases in the project is provided in this section. Detailed description
of each use case is provided in deliverable D2.1.
Use Case 1: Secure and effective connection of commercial home energy boxes with public DSO
smart meter and consumption profile optimisation.
The scope of this use case is to exploit the in-home monitoring and control systems on Telecom’s
infrastructure deployable for the HAN management, with particular emphasis to its connection to the
DSO. The use case will assess the impact of the solution in terms of:
•
•
•

Enabling HAN side energy consumption data collection and consumption profile optimization.
Enabling connection between DSO smart meter and the Telecom Italia smart gateway (the
Home Energy Box).
Ensuring data privacy.

Use Case 2: Decentralised energy management in a local area with Multi-Agents.
The scope of the use case 2 is to apply the holonic, multi-agent systems software to the management
of energy in a local area such as neighbourhood and district. This will involve a deployment and
execution of tests, relying on software-steered equipment connected to the local grid in the LAB and
GDF premises (also relying on additional monitoring devices will be deployed by UPL). The use case
will assess:
•
•

The added value for DSO of such decentralised energy management approaches.
The effectiveness of optimisation and, of the business models for ESCO, TELCO and DSO,
for them to successfully deliver and receive services in good relation with the end-users.

Use Case 3: Enhancing grid reliability, performance and resilience.
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The scope of the use case 3 is to extend use case 2 and demonstrate that district-level energy
management, combined with effective grid monitoring and enhanced DSO/ESCO (incl. telecom
companies) connections can significantly improve the flexibility and global balancing of the grid. The
use case will assess:
•
•
•

2.2

Limited-scale experimental deployment, and actual grid data, and the best grid monitoring
strategies.
The impact of enhanced connection between district-level energy managers and DSO.
Achievement of quantified objectives, specifically:
o 5-7% reduction in grid losses
o 12-15% increase in renewable grid hosting capacity (i.e. renewable power production
linkable to the grid at local level)
o Reduced switch-off time per year (to several minutes for urban grids)

Standardisation Organisations

An overview of the main International and European standardisation authorities and their standards
within the scope of telecom and energy grids is provided in Annex A. The section summarises
directives developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Committee (IEC) as well as lists a selection of standards in the field recommended by
IEC. A number of important telecom and smart grid standards are described based on their
recommendation by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
the Union of the Electricity Industry- Eurelectric (EURELECTRIC),
CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group, and
Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP).

Standards selection methodology

An analysis of the Smart Grid Systems, Smart Grid Conceptual Model, Smart Grid Architecture
Model (SGAM) framework, and Smart Grid Generic Use Cases has helped with the discovery of the
standards for the project. The analysis is detailed in Annex B.
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3

Standards assessment in Mas2tering

In order to evaluate the relevance of the standards to Mas2tering project based on the three use cases
and to establish the relevance of selected standards and technologies, an evaluation framework has
been created as presented in Table 2.

3.1

Evaluation Approach

3.1.1

Evaluation Template

Table 2a describes the template used for the evaluation of the standards.
Criterion

Description

Adequacy

Suitability of the standard for the project.

Benefits

Advantages of using the standard.

Problems

Disadvantages of using the standard.

Interoperability

The possibility of using the standard with other telecom and/or energy
standards.

Recommendations
/Comments

Recommendations on the use of the standard for Mas2tering and relevant
comments regarding the standard.
Table 2a Standards evaluation framework (main fields)

Additional fields in analysing the standards are also provided in order to obtain a comprehensive
knowledge of their applicability. The additional fields are included in Annex C.
Scope

The extent to which the standard is or can be used.

Licence

Access to the standard for example open-source or paid access and where to
find it.

Usability

The level of the standard’s ease of use.

Security

The standard’s security aspects.
Table 2b Standards evaluation framework (other fields covered in the annex)

3.1.2

Standards Evaluated

The standards are categorised into six sets for easier understanding of their area of application and
usefulness. However, this categorisation does not mean that each standard falls exclusively under the
specific category as overlaps exist in the scope of the standards. Standards focusing only on security
are covered in D4.1.
Category

Evaluated standards

Integration and Interface Standards

FIPA-ACL, IEC 61968/61970/62325 CIM standards, IEEE
1615:2007, IEC 62541, IEEE 2030

Physical and Data Link Layer
Standards

DSL standards, EDGE, GPRS, GSM, PLC standards,
SDH/SONET, LTE/LTE-A, IEEE 802.11, WiMAX, LAN,
GS OSG 001
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Networking Standards

IEC 61850, ZigBee, VPN, DNP3, IETF RFC 6272, ISO/IEC
14908:2012

Energy Management Standards

USEF, OpenADR, ISO/IEC 15067

Smart Metering Standards

IEEE 1377, ISO/IEC 15045, ETSI TS 103 908 PLT, ETSI
TR 102 691, EN 13757, ETSI TR 103 240, IEC 62056

Smart Grid Monitoring
Performance Standards

and

IEC 60870, IEEE 1250, IEEE 1159:1995, IEEE 1613:2009,
IEEE P1547, CLC TS 50549-1, IEEE 1646:2004, IEEE
C37.1

Table 3 Categories of standards evaluated in Mas2tering
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3.2

Evaluations and Recommendations

This section provides evaluations and recommendations for standards assessed in the Mas2tering project describing adequacy, benefits, problems and
interoperability with other standards. The standards are categorised into six sets as described in the previous section.
3.2.1

Integration and Interface Standards

This subsection evaluates standards focused to some extent on integration and interfaces such as data models, exchange of information, interoperability.
FIPA-ACL - Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) Agent Communication Language
Adequacy

High. The standard supports action statement, requests and range of entity interactions.

Benefits

Expressions can be very concise relying on inference. The rational effect of the messages does not have to be action, just the
precondition should be observed which is consistent with the agent paradigm.

Problems

The formality of the message content, if conforming to shared ontologies, can be time consuming to implement and maintain.
Maintenance could be required arising from changes to shared ontologies unless versioning of those are employed. The specific
formality of the language semantics might coerce statements unnecessarily and burden the implementer.

Interoperability

Ad-hoc translation of messages would be needed for interoperability.

Recommendations
/Comments

FIPA-ACL has ‘ready to use’ support libraries covering the full network stack in the chosen MAS platform framework for Mas2tering,
namely JADE, thus is a low overhead option. Further ‘add-ons’ are available to assist in the encoding and encoding of messages at the
application layer and also for the realisation of security in JADE. However as expected, no direct support for interfacing to smart grid
devices would be achieved without further effort. Thus a gateway would be needed if FIPA-ACL is to be used. The adoption of the
prevalent data model DLMS in ACL content would facilitate simple mapping between protocols together with exchange transactions
compliant to COSEM seem pertinent. In the scope of a gateway the use of the scalable and extensible framework SO/IEC 15045 would
seem desirable.
IEC 61968/61970/62325 CIM standards
Adequacy

High. CIM is expected to be the data model to be used in Mas2tering to represent all components and aspects of power systems (to be
used as basis for what information is exchanged as well as defining specific data content for each message).
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Benefits

The main benefit is to be able to reuse in Mas2tering, concepts and hierarchies of the CIM. It will ease software design and enhance
compatibility with systems based on the same model. One key benefit of the CIM is that it is not bound to any implementation (i.e. it is
modelled using standard UML tools and follows classic object modelling methods), as such, it can be used to exchange management
information across different applications. The CIM also include a set of standard exchange models that defines a set of XML messages
to exchange CIM data between applications, called “CIM XML”.

Problems

The scope of this set of standards is very wide and very rich and the diagrams provided are highly complex and might be too heavy to
use for our purpose.

Interoperability

High: the CIM model can be used as an interoperable way of exchanging information across different applications and systems (i.e. use
only a translator to convert to and from the CIM based data, where previously there would have been the need for translators to convert
to and from every other third party company´s property format).

Recommendations
/Comments

The IEC 61968/61970/62325 standards are series standards for information exchange between EMS, DMS and other associated
external IT systems. The core IEC 61970-301 standard contains all the basic classes for defining the physical characteristics of a power
network at an electrical level and the relationship between them. The IEC61968-11 extends IEC-61970 to cover the exchange of data at
distribution level. In comparison to the IEC 61970, IEC 61968 also covers areas in the context of business with support for Asset
Management, Customer Management, Work Management, Meter Data and Geographical Data. Finally, IEC62325-301 builds on IEC
61970-301 and IEC61968-11 and adds packages for defining the data exchanged between participants in electricity markets (i.e.
including market operations such as billing, clearing, and settlement).
There are two major parts in the IEC 61968/61970/62325 standards: (i) the information model, which provides an abstract model for a
power application system and (ii) the component interface specifications that define the interfaces that a component should implement
to exchange information with other components (or applications).
Because of the close concerns with other communication and power related standards of IEC, harmonization has been proposed with
IEC 61968 (about distributed operations) and IEC 61850 (about substation real time communication, also reviewed in this deliverable).
The aim of this harmonization is to provide a common data model fitting the different purpose of monitoring, network operation, asset
management, protections scheme among other applications.

IEEE 1615:2007 - Recommended Practice for Network Communications in substations
Adequacy

Medium. It provides the upgrades required to pass from traditional communication systems to networked “smart” ones and related
issues.

Benefits

There are many benefits for the project, mainly focused on the interaction between electrical and ICT systems (fundamental for WP2,
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WP4 and WP5). Elements of particular interest are:
- State of the art of the electric utility information system architecture;
- Specific information about data management in substation and substation LAN requirements;
- Network management tools and best practice;
- IP networking;
- Cyber security and other security issues.
Problems

The standard requires additional documents to be fully understood. In particular:
- IEEE Std 1590™-2003, IEEE Recommended Practice for the Electrical Protection of Optical Fiber Communication Facilities
Serving, or Connected to, Electrical Supply Locations.
- IEEE Std 1613™-2003, IEEE Standard Environmental and Testing Requirements for Communications Networking Devices in
Electric Power Substations.
- IEEE Std 1615™-2007 IEEE Recommended Practice for Network Communication in Electric Power Substations IEEE Std 1646™,
IEEE Standard Communication Delivery Time Performance Requirements for Electric Power
Substation Automation.
- IEEE Std 802.1D™-2004, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks: Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges IEEE Std
802.1Q™-2005, IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks—Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks.
- IEEE Std 802.3™-2005, IEEE Standard for Information Technology—Telecommunications and information exchange between
systems—Local and metropolitan area networks—specific requirements Part 3: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications.
- IEEE Std C37.115™, IEEE Standard Test Method for Use in the Evaluation of Message Communications Between Intelligent
Electronic Devices in an Integrated Substation Protection, Control, and Data Acquisition System.

Interoperability

The standard is related to many other telecom/energy standards.

IEC 62541 – OPC UA
Adequacy

Medium. The protocol is worth investigating for the project.

Benefits

The protocol is already mature and well supported in the industry. Various SCADA can be directly connected to OPC UA server.
It is firewall friendly (SOAP-HTTPS).
OPC UA seems to scales very well in different directions (from embedded devices to mainframes).

Problems

The size/complexity of the protocol could be an issue if a new stack must be developed for a specific hardware.
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Interoperability

OPC UA is design to work on various hardware: traditional PC hardware, cloud-based servers, PLCs, micro-controllers (ARM etc.).
OPC UA implementation stack are available for various operating system.

Recommendations
/Comments

There exists already some mapping between the OPC UA modelling capacities and the CIM (Common Information Model,

IEC61968/61970/62325) used to represent network model.
IEEE 2030 - IEEE Guide for Smart Grid Interoperability of Energy Technology and Information Technology Operation with the Electric Power
System (EPS), End-Use Applications, and Loads
Adequacy

High. The standard is recent from 2011 and is relevant to the needs of identifying challenge and characteristics in smart grids.

Benefits

At the design step this standard is useful as it provide a large a detailed review of the different challenges of smart grid conception.

Problems

No identified problems.

Interoperability

High: the standard itself is about the interoperability of power systems, communication systems and information technology.

Recommendations
/Comments

- This standard defines guidelines for smart grid interoperability and discusses its different aspects. It presents a reference model, the
so-called smart grid interoperability reference model (SGIRM) that provides terminology for grid interoperability, as well as a
description of characteristics, performance and evaluation of electric power systems.
- The SGIRM is a design tool that allows scalability, extensibility and upgradability.
- In addition to the model it studies separately the interoperability of: power systems, communication technology, and information
technology. As such it provides awareness of the challenges and opportunities for the different stakeholders.
- The SGIRM identifies the interface between functional domains of the power grid and the data flows between them. The constraints
and issues of this interface are considered for each domain. It considers a system of system approach, which is close to the holonic
approach of Mas2tering. However, the consideration of systems of systems boils down to achieving interoperable communication of
smart grid technologies (control is not considered), and does not go further than this statement.
- The SGIRM is a set of diagram that aims at providing a common language and classification for the smart grid community that
encompass all the aspects of the grid from generation to consumption. It identifies entities and their interfaces, It also provides different
table of characteristics for the requirement of these systems (e.g. reaction time, data consumption).
- Security aspects are well covered by the standard, which discusses anonymization, authentication, security threats and risk, and risk
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management. It also discusses the management of keys.
- For the communication aspect it identifies the different technologies that can be used by the different entities of a smart grid. It also
identifies the different types of data flows between these entities.
Table 4 Evaluation of standards relating to integration and interfaces

3.2.2

Physical and Data Link Layer Standards

This subsection evaluates standards focusing mainly on the physical and data link layers of the OSI model.
DSL
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)

Symmetric
high-speed
Subscriber Line (SHDSL)

Digital

G.992.1 (International Telecommunication Union,
2008)
G.991.2 (International Communication
Union, 2008)
Medium

Very-high-bit-rate
Subscriber Line (VDSL)
G.993.1
(International
Communication Union, 2008)

Adequacy

Medium

Medium

Benefits

It offers the opportunity to run multiple services at the Lower power, less signal noise, and
same time: voice, surfing the web, VOD. It provides very good spectral compatibility with
high-speed Internet access that's always on-line. It other services
supports data security;

VDSL can achieve high speeds, as
high as 52 Mbps downstream and
16 Mbps upstream.

Problems

Distance-sensitive, slower upload speed, phone line Low data rate
required

It operates over the copper
line for a short distance about
1200m. Replacing many of their
main feeds with fibre-optic cable
is needed to overcome the distance
limitation
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Interoperability

ADSL (G.992.1) supports traffic over ATM, STM, Widely used standard. Spectrally
ISDN. Indirect support for example for Ethernet; compatible to all other DSL
X.25; Frame relay
technologies.

Interoperable with ADSL

EDGE, GPRS, GSM
Adequacy

Medium

Benefits

EDGE is a robust radio protocol with 8PSK bit rate modulation, easy to deploy and has good performance within wide range of
network scenarios;
GPRS allows to halt data call for voice call without extra charge;
GSM allows worldwide roaming.

Problems

GPRS/EDGE architecture is insecure;
GSM has bandwidth lag, its connection is sensitive and costly to deploy.

Interoperability

EDGE has backward compatibility with GPRS mobiles (Michaud, 2004); GSM can be interoperated with TDMA, GPRS

PLC
G3-PLC (G3-PLC Alliance, PRIME
(PRIME
2015)
Alliance AISBL, 2013)

G.hnem (G.HNEM: The New ITU-T
Standard on Narrowband PLC
Technology, 2011)

LonWorks
(IEC 14908-1) (Hendrik
Ferreira) (ISO, 2015)

Adequacy

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Benefits

- Low infrastructure costs;

- Robust modes with no
repetitions;

- Use IPv6 as the main networking
protocol;

- Easier integration of products
from different manufacturers

- Low-cost but high- Mesh routing protocol to performance
determine the best path architecture
between remote network
nodes

- Uses the latest advances in NB-PLC
technology, including special means to
improve sensitivity and robustness,
multiple bandplans, adaptive medium
access, simultaneous support of
multiple network protocols, and state
of the art security

- Achieved due to LON
interoperability

- Support IPv6;

C.
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Problems

Low data rate: Maximum Only support IPv4
33.4kbps
(Electronic
Products, 2014)

Interoperability

- Supports frequency bands
worldwide (10 kHz to 490
kHz). Coexists with IEC
61334, IEEE P1901 and ITU
G.hn

- G.hnem has just started their final
stages of standardization and has not
reach the mass market penetration;
(IEEE ISPLC, 2012)
- G.hnem and IEEE 1901.2 work in
the same frequency band and power
lines are a shared medium, which can
cause interoperability problems;
- The power line medium is difficult to
model, it is frequency selective, timevarying, and is impaired by coloured
background noise and impulsive noise;
- Creating a PLC network for AMI;
- DR can be challenging as the grid
structure differs from country to
country and also within a country and
more than one utility may be
providing electricity to customers.

The target of PRIME is Offers a truly multi-application and
to establish a complete worldwide interoperable solution for
set
of
international public and private installations
standards which will
allow
for
full
interoperability
- IEEE P1901.2 is guaranteed among equipment and
interoperability with G3-PLC systems from different
providers

LonWorks is still not much
suitable for “normal” family
houses due to the cost of
devices

- Device level assurance of
interoperability;
- Product interoperability to be
assured in 3 ways: license, the
programming model,
establishing the LONMARK
Interoperability
Association (Echelon, n.d.)

IEEE 1901.2 (NIST, 2013)

IEC 61334 (IEC)

IEEE 1901-2010 (IEEE,
2015)

G.hn (Lars Torsten Berger, 2013) (ITU)

Adequacy

Medium-High

Medium-High

Medium-High

Medium-High

Benefits

Support the balanced and efficient
use of the PLC channel by all

High reliability, high
SNR. Uses power lines,

Offer the possibility to use
the power lines for high-

Low complexity profile
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classes of low-frequency
narrowband devices

and

Problems

Interoperability

installation does not
require the presence or
installation of any
wiring or wireless
network.
Wellstructured and cohesive
standards
parts.
Functionally
the
standard in part 5
section 1 includes a
novel mechanism to
repeat
transmissions
where necessary to
uphold reliability.

speed communications

Low speed arises due to
the way in the physical
layer data is transmitted
using tones at the AC
zero crossing voltage.
- Defines detailed mechanisms for
coexistence
among
standard
technologies operating in the same
frequency band;
- Assures coexistence with
broadband power line devices by
minimizing out-of-band emissions
in frequencies greater than 500
kHz.

The standard supports
DLMS/COSEM,
SCADA, S-FSK profile
and AMI specification
in combination with
DLMS/COSEM.
It
confirms
to
web
services profiles Basic
profiles WS-I 1.1 and
1.2
that
facilitates
interoperation in the
scopes of security,
transport,
message
format,
interface

Lower frequency
and performance

- Provides interoperability
among BPL devices, as
well as interoperability
with other networking
protocols, such as bridging
for
seamless
interconnection via IEEE
802.1X-2010.1

Using different
preamble-symbol seeds in each
network, G.hn networks are
able to coexist
and communicate
simultaneously
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description, discovery
and publication.
SDH/SONET
Adequacy

Medium

Benefits

SDH is a future-proof technology, provides efficient point-to-point IP service speeds which simultaneously handle voice, video, and
data traffic;
SONET simplifies multiplexing, has extensive management information, and has evolved to incorporate specific network topologies
and specific protection techniques resulting in faster restoration times

Problems

Expensive due to fibre

Interoperability

SDH allows multiple vendors’ optical transmission equipment to be compatible in the same span (Department of Information
Technology and Mathematical Sciences, n.d.)
SONET provides Standard optical interfaces

LTE/LTE-A
Adequacy

Medium

Benefits

LTE allows more applications to be used on mobile devices, provides faster or real-time sharing of large files and streaming media;
LTE-A increases peak data rate, provides higher spectral efficiency, improves the performance of cell edges
•

Problems

LTE networks are susceptible to DoS attacks, data integrity attacks, illegal use of user and mobile equipment, and location tracking at
MAC layer (Jin Cao, 2014);
Security vulnerabilities in MTC (Machine Type Communication)

Interoperability

Interoperate with GSM, WCDMA/HSPA TD-SCDMA and CDMA;
Backward and forward compatibility between LTE and LTE-A

IEEE 802.11 Standards
Adequacy

High. Use as indoor WLAN, home area network (HAN) for home automation.

Benefits

Inexpensive devices, widely used, mature standards.
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Problems

Limited distances and coverage.

Interoperability

Wi-Fi complaint devices are interoperable.

WiMAX
Adequacy

Medium. WiMAX can be used for multiple purposes such as SCADA Backhaul and Demand Response. 4G LTE currently being
adopted and deployed may be favoured over WiMAX.

Benefits

Mature, widely used worldwide, efficient, QoS support, simple, scalable, faster than 3G.

Problems

Asymmetrical up/down speeds, shared bandwidth.

Interoperability

WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16 standards. WiMAX Forum industry alliance certifies compatibility and interoperability of products
with the standard.

LAN (Ethernet)
Adequacy

High: for Use Case 1 only.

Benefits

LANs are fast, reliable and secure technology for local connection.

Recommendations
/Comments

LAN is adequate for the Home Area Network and therefore practical for the Mas2tering Use Case 1.

GS OSG 001 - Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP)
Adequacy

High, for Use Case 1 only.

Benefits

Deals with security (i.e. it encrypts the communications, all interactions are authenticated). Deals with device discovery (i.e. proposes a
protocol to discover new devices). Scalable self-adaptive routing (i.e. routing of information from concentrator to device through
proxies, including the case of multiple concentrators and a large number of devices).

Problems

Currently limited to smart meters readings despite claim of the contrary. Regarding security: it does not perform by itself
authentication, which is provided by EN14908 complying devices.

Interoperability

Medium: it proposes a standard for interoperability, but for a restricted use case of smart meters and it requires EN14908 compliant
device.

Recommendations
/Comments

- OSGP is a companion specification to TS103908 and EN14908, which defines a representation of smart grid devices and an
application level protocol (level 7 of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)). It is provided by ETSI.
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- OSGP is designed to support the communication requirements between a large-scale deployment of smart-grid devices and utility
suppliers for the purposes of data collection, primarily for billing purposes.
- OSGP consider 3 kinds of device: OSGP smart grid devices, communication proxies and data concentrators. Concentrators are used to
collect the data and optionally send control commands to the smart grid devices. Communications proxies aim to reduce the workload
of the concentrators by distributing it, and also serve routing purpose. All are supposed to use EN14908 to transmit data. OSGP is
concerned about the communication between devices and proxies.
Table 5 Evaluation of standards focusing on physical and data link layer

3.2.3

Networking Standards

This subsection covers standards relating to networking particularly at the network, transport and application layers.
IEC 61850 - Communication Networks and Systems in Substations
Adequacy

High. Substations management is targeted as part of use case 3.

Benefits

Can be mapped to a number of protocols and (soon) to the web services paradigm. Transport is based on conventional TCP/IP networks.
Due to its design for local area networks the cost of installation, configuration and maintenance is lowered. At the implementation level
it delivers an object-oriented approach instead of references and indexes or parameter collections seen in serial RTU protocols.
Specifications are given for standardised naming and for the format of configuration files. The devices themselves can be
comprehensively described with attributes such as positions at several levels of abstraction, elaborating standard data types to logical
devices. Some semantics can be attached to exchange data and well-defined rules are provided for data exchanged and performance. In
addition to data exchange using the Sampled Measured Vales (SMV) specification, other service specifications cover the description of
an event model, access control, time synchronisation and file transfer. Mapping to different transports is possible so that Ethernet or
serial such as RS232 physical layer can be utilised e.g. using MMS. The SMV specification covers multicast over Ethernet and unicast
over serial connections.

Problems

Some challenges exist to implementing IEC 61850 such as the extensiveness of the standard, the need for domain knowledge in the area
of substation automation, ambiguity due to use of natural language description, inconsistency of different parts of the standard (Yingyi
Liang, 2008).
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Interoperability

Various mapping including to MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification, SMV (Sampled Measured Values), Web Services (soon)

ZigBee
Adequacy

High. The standard is perfectly suitable for the project due to its large availability of compliant devices in the HAN (all the devices
inside the house will communicate using ZigBee).

Benefits

Considered so far the most appropriate standard on the market for the HAN (it represents almost 50% of the market). The main ZigBee
competitor is called Z-Wave and it is a proprietary protocol managed by a single entity.

Problems

There is a high risk that in the long-term new incoming technologies could become de-facto standards for the HAN communication.
However for the Mas2tering purpose this does not represent a potential risk due to the large number of devices already deployed around
the world.

Interoperability

Interoperability is achieved through gateways: within the house all the devices are able to communicate with each other using a mesh
network in which the gateway act as a coordinator. All the main information that needs to be exchanged with 3rd party services in the
WAN will be collected by the CEMS software installed on the gateway. The CEMS software can also enable interoperability with other
protocols adopted by devices implementing different standards for communication within the HAN.

VPN
Adequacy

Medium. VPNs allow secure communication between Smart Grid devices over the Internet.

Benefits

VPNs facilitates secure network connections over long-distances. It has advantages in relation to costs, security and scalability.

Problems

VPNs require thorough knowledge of network security and ensuring proper protection of the communication over the Internet. The QoS
of a VPN is not under direct control of the organisation, depending on the ISP and their quality of service. In addition, compatibility
issues may occur if using solutions and equipment from multiple vendors.

Interoperability

VPNs vary in terms of architectures, implementation approaches and standards used. Compatibility issues may occur if using products
and equipment from multiple vendors.

IEEE standard for Electric Power Systems Communications – Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3)
Adequacy

Medium

Benefits

It allows the integration with hardware complying with this protocol.

Problems

Application Programming Interface (API) a bit outdated, does take into account the needs of the 90’ not 2015.
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Interoperability

High: the protocol is designed for interoperability.

Recommendations
/Comments

- The protocol is aimed specifically at utilities and vendors with SCADA functionalities in mind. It has been developed in order to
promote interoperability by providing an open standard proposing the best functionalities of proprietary standards of the time, in the
early nineties. The second aim of the standard was to minimize bandwidth usage. It is placed at the between the link and transport levels
of the OSI model. The protocol seems highly reliable and popular.
- Features of the protocol are: broadcasting, select-before-operate (for extra reliability), accurately time stamped data (an almost unique
feature among concurrent proprietary protocols), accurate time synchronization, quality flags (to determine validity of data), multiple
data formats, data collection requests, layer separation (difference between getting the data somewhere and the function of this data),
report by exception (report only changes in the data), internal indication (health status reported in unrelated replies).
- Supporting “intelligent distributed systems” was one goal of DNP3 and provide as such the following features: spontaneous reporting
of device to master, use of meta-data, wild-carding (ability to select sets of data in order to reply to a request), self-description (report to
the master available data and how to read it), vendor specific extension (ability to plug-in proprietary extension), file transfer,
rudimentary program control on the device.
- However this standard was designed in the nineties and many things have changed since then. For instance, the strong focus on low
bandwidth led to remove several useful features from the communication protocol.
- A protocol implementation is openly available on the internet under the Apache Licence: http://www.automatak.com/opendnp3/. This
library is written in C++ but Java bindings are available: https://code.google.com/p/dnp3/.

IETF Request For Comment (RFC) 6272 - Internet Protocols for the Smart Grid
Adequacy

Medium. This RFC is clearly suitable for this project as it is targeted for smart grid systems.

Benefits

This RFC outlines the main IP protocols, including the main functionalities of User Datagram Protocol (UDP), TCP, SCTP and DCCP.
It can be considered as the best practice guideline for the standards to enforce in the project.

Problems

Too broad, it is a list of general references. This RFC gives a picture of the main IP protocols suitable for smart grid, but it doesn’t give
any criteria on how to select what is really needed for a smart grid deployment.

Interoperability

This RFC helps building an interoperable smart grid system since it provides recommendations for the most widely used IP protocols.

Recommendations
/Comments

- This standard is an RFC (Request for Comments) of the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) with the status “Informational”. It is
not on a standard track as such it actually serves as an informational purpose.
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- This RFC identifies the key aspects of internet protocol for smart grids in order to ease their deployment in such a context. As such it
provides a list of relevant RFC for smart grid implementation.
- It covers the different network layers, some infrastructure and a subset of protocols in details. Both security and data transmission are
covered. It also proposes some detailed infrastructure deployment instance.
- The RFC presents several widely used protocols and architecture (e.g. IP, TCP, BGP, PKI) whose scopes are too broad to be included
here. The aspect particularly relevant to smart grids and Mas2tering are “service and resources discovery” and “communication
security”. The description of security design in HAN at each level of the OSI model is particularly interesting.
- The document gives a good overview of the low level details of communication that have to be taken into account and provides
relevant references for standard internet protocols. However the scope is too broad, and the focus on RFC reference may miss several
more grid specific standards and practices.
- All the protocols discussed are widely implemented and available.
ISO/IEC 14908:2012 series - Control networking standards: smart metering, demand and production flexibility, telecommunication

Adequacy

14908:2012-1: Protocol Stack

14908:2012-2: Twisted
Communications

Pair

14908:2012-3:
-Power
Line Channel Separation

14908:2012-4:
Communications

IP

The layer protocols prescribed by
this standard are applicable to the
Mas2tering project. There may be
technical differences with certain
protocols being considered e.g.
ZigBee (which is based on IEEE
802.15.4 standard) but similar
principles apply.

ISO/IEC 14908-2 was adopted
by Joint Technical Committee
ISO/IEC JTC-1 (Information
technology) in parallel with its
approval by the national bodies
of ISO and IEC. It is an
internationally agreed standard
for twisted pair communications
for use in home and local area
networks and hence should be
relevant for application in the
Mas2tering project.

ISO/IEC 14908-3 was
adopted by Joint Technical
Committee ISO/IEC JTC-1
(Information technology) in
parallel with its approval by
the national bodies of ISO
and IEC. It is an
internationally
agreed
standard for the Control
Network Power Line (PL)
Channel
(used
in
conjunction with ISO/IEC
14908-1). Its purpose is to
present the information
necessary
for
the

This International Standard covers
only how CNP packets are
transported over IP channels. It
does not cover how CNP packets
are routed between standard CNP
channels and IP channels.
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development of a PL
physical network and nodes
to communicate and share
information
over
that
network, and hence should
be relevant for application
in the Mas2tering project.
Benefits

Most of the terminology and
algorithms employed throughout
this International Standard are
commonly used and the terms
have the same meaning in both
the general and the standard
context. Symbols and graphical
representations are also standard,
e.g. OSI protocol terminology.

The CNP free-topology twistedpair channel supports up to 128
nodes on a single network
segment with an optional link
power source that supplies DC
power to the nodes on the
network.
The channel is specified to
support free-topology wiring,
and will accommodate bus, star,
loop, or any combination of
these topologies.
The total network length and
number of nodes may be
extended by use of CNP channel
physical layer repeaters, or CNP
compliant routers. The channel
data rate is 78,125 kbit/s.

The data channel specified
within
this
standard
occupies the 125kHz to
140kHz frequency band.
This is broadly aligned with
the C-Band frequency band
as defined in CENELEC /
EN 50065-1 i.e. 115kHz to
132kHz and which is freely
available for consumer use
with CENELEC protocol
enabled equipment such as
Routers. Power line routers
using standard FT10 (free
topology) to PL20 (power
line)
protocols
for
transmitting messages fall
within the criteria specified
within this standard.

This is a long-established standard
for the transporting of Control
Network Protocol (CNP) packets
for commercial local area control
networks over Internet Protocol
(IP) networks using a tunnelling
mechanism. It works alongside
other established and related
protocols that are being further
developed to ensure integrity with
IPv6 e.g. IEEE 802.15.4 (which is
the basis for the ZigBee protocol),
IEEE 1901.2, and IEEE 802.11xx.

Nodes can be either locally
powered or link powered.
- A link-powered node derives
its power from the network. The
power is delivered on the same
two conductors that carry data.
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Nodes are polarity insensitive
with respect to data as well as
DC power.
- A locally powered node
derives its power from a local
source. The data is transmitted
using Differential Manchester
encoding, which is polarityinsensitive.
Problems

Whilst
the
majority
of
terminology
employed
is
common, there are subtle
differences for some terms. For
example, in general, bridges do
selective forwarding based on the
layer 2 destination address. There
are no layer 2 addresses in this
standard protocol, so bridges
forward all packets, as long as the
domain address in the packet
matches a domain of which the
bridge is a member. Routers, in
general, perform network address
modification
so
that
two
protocols with the same transport
layer but different network layers
can be connected to form a single
logical network. Routers of this
standard may perform network
address
modification,
but
typically they only examine the
network address fields and
selectively forward packets based

The standard includes a table
showing the maximum node-tonode distance and maximum
wire length for a free-topology
segment. The distance from each
node to each of the other nodes
and to the link power source
must not exceed the maximum
node-to-node distance specified
in that table. If multiple paths
exist, e.g. a loop topology, then
the longest path shall be used for
the calculations. The maximum
wire length is the total amount
of wire connected to a network
segment. This could introduce
some restriction as to the
circumstances where this type of
system (twisted pair) can be
applied.

This standard (ISO/IEC
14908-3) has been in
existence for some time and
relates to Internet Protocol
version 4 (IPv4), whereas
IPv6 is the protocol
standard for current and
next generation internet
communications. IPv4 was
launched c.1981 and is a
32- bit address protocol,
whereas IPv6 requires 128
bit
address.
Direct
communication
between
the IPv4 and IPv6 network
protocols is not possible;
therefore,
intermediary
trans-protocol systems are
needed as a communication
conduit between IPv4 and
IPv6 whether on a single
device or among network
nodes.

Some IP networks contain NAT
(Network Address translation)
routers. These routers cannot
handle protocols which embed IP
addresses in their payloads unless
they are specifically designed to
do so. The same will be true of
the tunnelling protocol specified
in this standard. In general this
protocol will not work across
NAT routers. The protocol can
still be used in a network that uses
NAT routers, as long there exists
a router that is capable of
handling this protocol. That could
either be the NAT router itself or
another CNP/IP to CNP/IP router
that sits in the same area of the
network as the NAT router. Other
possibilities are UPnP Internet
Gateway Device Protocol, NATPMP (NAT Port Mapping
Protocol), or Port Control
Protocol (PCP), but these require
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on the network layer address
fields.
Interoperability

There
may
be
technical
differences with certain protocols
being considered e.g. ZigBee
(which is based on IEEE 802.15.4
standard) but similar principles
apply.

the NAT device to implement that
protocol.
This International Standard has
been prepared to provide
mechanisms through which
various vendors of local area
control networks may exchange
information in a standardised
way. It defines communication
capabilities.
The
following
referenced
documents
are
indispensable for the application
of this International Standard:
•
ISO/IEC
14908-1:2012,
Information
technology
–
Control network protocol – Part
1: Protocol stack.
• ISO/IEC 15018, Information
technology - Generic cabling for
homes

Any devices designed to
communicate
via
the
internet using IPv4 would
be able to communicate via
IPv4 Internet only i.e. they
would not be able to reach
IPv6-only sites/addresses.

The purpose of this Standard is to
ensure interoperability between
various CNP devices that wish to
use IP networks to communicate
using the CNP protocol.

Table 6 Evaluation of standards focusing on networking, transport and application layers

3.2.4

Energy Management Standards

The following is an evaluation of standards in the areas of managing energy usage, demand response, flexibility and home automation.
USEF – Universal Smart Energy Framework
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Adequacy

High. The Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF) is not a standard per se, but a set of documents produced to support the creation
of a common view on smart grids and facilitate the development of smart technologies and services. USEF provides a detailed market
structure with description of processes and interactions between the various actors involved in the smart grid value chain. Great
attention is also paid to the contractual agreements between actors and on the requirement of data communication and data security.
The USEF framework is particularly adequate to the project, since Mas2tering focuses on a small portion of the grid, i.e. the LV grid at
district level, but its services relate to all levels of the electricity network. USEF provides a solid background from which the
Mas2tering framework can be defined and the Mas2tering services and technologies can be correctly developed.

Benefits

Problems

There are several benefits deriving from using USEF as reference framework for the development of the Mas2tering solution:
-

USEF can provide Mas2tering with a valid and robust background for the development of technologies and services, for the
definition of business cases and business models and for the refinement of the technical use cases of the project.

-

USEF can help overcome issues related to contractual agreements between actors, legal requirements of the technical solutions
and related services, differences between EU countries and other barriers.

-

Technologies and services developed in Mas2tering can provide benefits beyond the boundaries of the district and the LV grid;
although not included in the scope of Mas2tering, these benefits have to be integrated in a consistent way with the services
provided at transmission level. By providing a framework that includes all grid actors and levels and their interactions USEF
can support this integration.

-

USEF has been created by a partnership of key players in t

-

he smart energy domain to enable a cost-efficient connectivity of all smart grid projects, technologies and services and gather
them under the same roof. Mas2tering can benefit from these parallel experiences, get more credibility and bring more value to
the proposed solutions.

-

USEF provides guidelines and minimal set of specifications for data exchange, cyber security and optimization requirements,
but does not provide any final software and/or hardware technical solutions, especially at the level of the district. This
flexibility would allow Mas2tering to develop its own solutions and services and validate them more easily.

-

USEF can speed up the elicitation of technical requirement for the development of the Mas2tering solution.

USEF is not a standard itself and only provides guidelines and a common framework for the development of smart products and
services. Although this provides flexibility for the development of the Mas2tering solution, it also generates problems in terms of
integration of the solution within the common framework.
In USEF little attention is paid to the portion of the grid targeted in Mas2tering (i.e. to the LV grid) and to the concept of local
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flexibility management.
Interoperability

USEF is not a standard itself, but within the USEF framework several standards are considered.
According to USEF, standardization is a prerequisite to achieve the interoperability that the framework envisions. This includes a wide
range of initiatives, including standardization of specific components, technologies and services, but also market roles. USEF is aligned
with the main standardization bodies, e.g. CEN-CENELEC and NIST and with the SGAM model and build its solution on them.

Recommendations
/Comments

USEF can be used to support the definition of the Mas2tering framework and then develop product and services in a consistent way.
However, great attention must be paid in terms of integration of the Mas2tering solution within the framework proposed by USEF.
Although USEF provides a comprehensive overview on energy markets and relationships between actors, little attention is paid to the
portion of the grid targeted in Mast2tering. If this represents a problem on one side, it also leaves great flexibility to the development of
the Mas2tering solution.
It is recommended to use USEF to support the refinement of the business aspects of the project, in particular those that affect actors and
levels of the grid that are out of the scope of Mas2tering.

OpenADR - Open Automated Demand Response Communication Standards
Adequacy

Medium/High.

Benefits

Low-cost automation infrastructure, Interoperability over OpenADR alliance and members within Certificates (PKI).

Problems

OpenADR relies on a one (i.e. DSO) to many (i.e. Customers) inter exchange model. OpenADR Nodes (client or server) must rely on
(aggregate) top nodes to discuss to each other. The DSO is the main initiator of DR events, and then it must validate all the events
between value chain actors to complete the DR request.
OpenADR is not about real time usage (Simple HTTP), best effort transaction and not about time series. Certification process issues
(unclear acceptance criteria for valuable customers and aggregators).
Data confidentiality and security weakness issues. The one-to-many encapsulation process apart of the three-tier architecture has
natively an end-to-end security concern since OpenADR ensures mutual authentication and message integrity only for each hop, i.e.
from Node to Node. A failure at a Node will contaminate the full chain. Moreover, each (aggregation) Node has to translate the in/out
data bidding/energy requests between the Utility and the end customers. So, unfair treatments are possible among OpenADR the actor
chain.
Thus, VEN clients must not be allowed to communicate with each other (at least, not within the scope of OpenADR) that is limiting the
aspect of the VEN to very basic systems as modern IT architectures are more oriented to autonomous devices that may discover and
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discuss with any kind of devices. To allow for more agility, VEN may be implemented as VTN+VEN that leads to use OpenADR profile
“B”.
OpenADR has a certification procedure that allows long validity period (20 years) and should be used for real implementations. As the
certification standard body will evolve over time, the deployed product certification validity will need to evaluate.
Interoperability

Recommendations
/Comments

-

Conforms to NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Framework,
Uses common HTTP interfaces to exchange information within an XML document,
Certification documents (certification profile),
Certification test tool (commercial products to validate the technical chain),
The standard has over 130 member companies.
OpenADR “A” is sometimes called the bugged profile as the limited services or devices need the “B” profile to be operated in proper
manners. It is strongly recommend the developers to go for “B” profile and then down scale to profile “A” if the scenarios are not using
some services. Moreover, profile “B” offers more security options than “A”.

ISO/IEC 15067 Information technology – Home Electronic System (HES) application model
Adequacy

High. This standard is clearly focused on smart grids, and proposes several models for energy management using demand response. It
specifies two demand response methods, a direct load control, and a demand response via pricing and event notification. These models
could be fit for purpose in Mas2tering use case #2 whose general objective is to get effective energy management at district level
(against classical grid flexibility).

Benefits

This standard brings a standardized model to illustrate the energy management, which in turn helps a common understanding of the
elements of an electrical power system, the measures to manage the energy usage, and the interfaces. Indeed, this common model
specifies a list of unique graphical shapes to represent the grid assets (gateway, power-using appliance, DER power-generating device,
sensor or controller element, etc.). In addition, the standard specifies a lexicon for Home Energy System (HES) energy management
(demand response); more precisely, it defines price and event messages to be exchanged among the logical components in the HES
energy management system model.
Thus, relying on this standard may help structuring the use case #2.

Problems

It is unknown at this stage whether this standard is de-facto widely applied in smart grids.

Interoperability

The standard sets the foundations for HES. In particular part 3, which has been evaluated under this section, describes a model of a
demand-response energy management system for HES that can be applied by users to ensure homogeneity of models and lexicon.
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Table 7 Evaluation of standards on energy management
3.2.5

Smart Metering Standards

This subsection covers standards on metering particularly smart meters.
IEEE 1377 - Utility Industry Metering Communication Protocol Application Layer: smart metering, demand and production flexibility
Adequacy

High. Tables can capture data relating to metering data and audit trail.

Benefits

EDL defines the exchange of data (import/export) in a way that is independent of data formats or communication protocols used by
devices.
Device manufactures can extend or constrain table sets with the Template Description Language (TDL) (an implementation of XML)
and modify data exchange specifications that facilitated with the Exchange Data Language (EDL) specification

Problems

No specific problems were identified.

Interoperability

Can utilise communication protocol c12 among others. Supports communication over transports including optical ports, telephone
modem and networks.

ISO/IEC 15045 - Home Electronic Systems Gateway, administration
Adequacy

High. Includes specification of mechanisms to uphold persons or device safety such as preventing remote operation of device that could
cause injury.

Benefits

Modular and scalable architecture targeting simple one to one networks, multiple networks connect and distributed interconnection of
gateways. Wide support of protocols on both internal and external ‘sides’ of the gateway. The specification’s protocol stacks align with
the OSI 7 layer model abstraction model. The standard allows new network protocols to be mapped so is thus ‘future-proof’.

Problems

No specific problems identified.

Interoperability

Not constrained to IP based protocols, supports analogue video and broadband digital streams.

ETSI TS 103 908 PLT - BPSK Narrow Band Power Line Channel for Smart Metering Applications (CEN EN 14908-3:2006)
Adequacy

High. It can be relevant in the scope of use case 2 and 3.

Benefits

Wide usage as part of the Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP) set of specifications with deployment in devices including smart meters.
High data rate 3.24 kbps. Stated as delivering a “very high power line link budget” which in contrast to a simple data rate comparisons
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takes into account the data transferred reliably in noisy environments and extended distances.
Problems

No specific problems identified.

Interoperability

This standard as part of Interoperable with Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP) stack, it facilitates that proven reliability, performance
and scalability. OSGP is compatible with the Common data model DLMS/COSEM interoperability for smart meters

ETSI TR 102 691- Machine to Machine (M2M) Communications; Smart Metering Use Cases
Adequacy

High.

Benefits

(i) The European Commission Standardisation Mandate M/441 was formally accepted by the European Standards Organisations in July
2009, and resulted in the formation of the CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Meter Coordination Group and relevant sub-groups.
(ii) All stakeholders are represented (Energy Regulators, Industry, Manufacturers, Consumers).
(iii) The mandate included for benefit to be taken from the existing standardisation activities.

Problems

In the context of mandate M/441, standardisation does not mean imposing identical solutions on all projects in European Member
States. In fact:
(i) The aim of M/441 is to ensure that what a European Member State may want to do in smart metering is covered by suitable standards
- toolbox concept
(ii) M/441 does not cover ‘back office’ or other industry IT systems impacted by smart meters but will have implications
(iii) Standards for communications are not exactly a best practice solution or recommendations but an interoperability and quality
statement for technical solutions.
Apart from accepting the limitation and purpose of this report, in particular that it provides functional rather than technical use-case
descriptions, there are no perceived problems from utilising this document.

Interoperability

In the European Union, only standards developed by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute), CENELEC (European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation) and CEN (European Committee for Standardisation) are recognised as 'European
Standards' (EN). Hence, ETSI closely cooperates with CENELEC and CEN; working jointly in the interest of European harmonisation,
creating both standards requested by the market and harmonised standards in support of European legislation. CEN, CENELEC, and
ETSI are the regional mirror bodies to their international counterparts, i.e. ISO (the International Organization for Standardisation), IEC
(the International Electrotechnical Commission) and ITU-T (the International Telecommunication Union, telecommunication
standardisation sector) respectively. M/441 was directed at each of these regional bodies, hence this Technical Report should be fully
interoperable with any other standard produced or adopted by those bodies in relation to this subject matter.
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Recommendations
/Comments

This is a Technical Report (not a Standard) produced by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute and published in May
2010. It was produced in response to the European Commission Standardisation Mandate M/441 (mandate to CEN, CENELEC and
ETSI) in the field of measuring instruments, for the development of an open architecture for utility meters involving communication
protocols enabling interoperability.
The general objective of M/441 is to establish interoperability between utility meters (gas, electricity, water and heat) by creating a set
of European Standards. Interoperability would also increase customers’ awareness of their consumption and therefore support energy
conservation and management measures
Smart Metering primarily focuses on improvement of energy end-use efficiency as defined by Directive 2006/32/EC [Directive
2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on energy end-use efficiency and energy services and
repealing Council Directive 93/76/EEC, published in the Official Journal of the European Union as OJL 114 of 27.4.2006]. The scope is
therefore contributing to the reduction of primary energy consumption, to the mitigation of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions.
These
objectives
are
clearly
aligned
with
those
of
Mas2tering.
See:
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:114:0064:0064:EN:PDF The report assessed use case scenarios prescribing
the architecture of a Smart Metering System from several different stakeholders perspectives, and required such a system to have the
following high level functionality as a minimum:

Telecom
&
energy standards
combination

(i) Remote reading of metrological register(s) and provision to designated market organisation(s) (ii) Two-way communication
between the metering system and designated market organisation(s) (iii) Meter supporting advanced tariffing and payment systems
(iv) Meter allowing remote disablement and enablement of supply (v) Communicating with (and where appropriate directly
controlling) individual devices within the home/building (vi) Meter providing information via portal/gateway to an in home/building
display or auxiliary equipment.
Smart Grids are outside the scope of Mandate M/441 and hence outside the scope of this Technical Report. However, Smart Metering is
a key enabler for Smart Grids, providing 2-way information flows between the meter and the designated market organisation(s).
Mandate M/490 defined for Smart Grids, and a parallel Smart Grid Coordination Group was established. Close liaison is maintained
between these initiatives and with any telecom coordination groups.
The functionality to use the Smart Metering Infrastructure for Demand Side Management purposes is covered by the M/490 Mandate.

EN 13757 - Meter (M)-Bus standards: smart metering, telecommunication
Adequacy

Low / medium.

Benefits

The standard gives basic specifications for two wired and, one wireless configuration. Additionally the specification caters for battery
powered remote systems upwards. The wired configuration is easy and cheap to set-up and reliable particularly using low bus speeds.
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Problems

Physical wired networks may need to be divided into segments and boosters may be required depending on distances. However
connection to conventional networks could be considered.

Interoperability

Dependent on the protocol used e.g. KNX

ETSI TR 103 240 - Power Line Telecommunications (PLT) for smart metering and home automation
Adequacy

High. PLT is one of the standards to be considered as part of home / network connection enablement.

Benefits

Use of existing infrastructure without the complexity of wireless communications.

Problems

Costly infrastructure. Lack of flexibility.

Interoperability

Hardware interfaces can be aligned to IEC 62056-21

IEC 62056 - Electricity metering - Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control
Adequacy

High. Targets hand held devices as well as network, the latter which is useful in Mas2tering.

Benefits

Comprehensive for its scope and detailed specification of protocols (interfaces, data structures). Implementations conforming to Euridis
deliver cheap solutions with flexible configurations. DLMS/COSEM is a comprehensive specification and is widely implemented and
supported by most electricity meters.

Problems

Slow data rate if using power line transport.

Interoperability

Specification covers conventional TCP-UDP/IP networks and low speed power line (PLC S-FSK) neighbourhood networks.

Recommendations
/Comments

The international version of DLMS/COSEM for modelling shared communication entities between meters and for the definitions of the
DLMS transport and applications layers. The standard includes 15 parts.
Table 8 Evaluation of smart metering standards

3.2.6

Smart Grid Monitoring and Performance Standards

This section evaluates standards in the area of SCADA, grid monitoring and performance issues.
IEC 60870 - Data Transmission Protocols for SCADA
Adequacy

Medium. It can apply to monitoring and control of substations.
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Benefits

Not restricted to Ethernet, optional physical layers, x21 could be suited to noisy environments. Fairly recent, released in 2000. Data
exchange with and without timestamps, files transfer mechanism are specified and data can be prioritised.

Problems

No specific problems identified.

Interoperability

Support for different levels of interoperability via constraints for each level defined in the standard. Device vendors map to an
appropriate category. The specification’s part 5 is used in the data link layer of the M-Bus profile EN 13757.

IEEE 1250 - IEEE Guide for Identifying and Improving Voltage Quality in Power Systems
Adequacy

Medium

Benefits

The standard can help in designing stability goals for agents and determining the precise kind of voltage disturbance we want to deal
with in Mas2tering.

Problems

No problems identified.

Interoperability

No interoperability issues.

Recommendations
/Comments

- This standard contains a detailed introduction to voltage quality control. It describes voltage-benchmarking studies, factors that affect
the performance of power systems, mitigations measures to improve performance, and references to more in depth standards. The aim
is to help designing the equipment that complies to voltage quality standards.
- It defines five levels of impact of voltage disturbance: equipment damage (affect safety of equipment), equipment immunity (affect
performance of equipment), alarm level, planning level (utility’s planning), assessed level (actual level measured).
- It quantifies stability measurement and limits for the following voltage phenomena in steady state (quality of the normal voltage):
magnitude variation, harmonic distortion, phase imbalance, fluctuations (e.g. flickers). It separately considers disturbance phenomena
(voltage quality variation that appear at random): sustained and momentary interruptions, sags and swell and transients (e.g. lightning).
For each it reviews standards and gives examples and recommendations of limits.
- For disturbance, it introduces the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) index, which is the most common way to
track reliability in power systems, as well as the System Average RMS (Variation) Frequency Index (SARFI) index, which are then
used to quantify the disturbance phenomena.
- The standard then considers regulations from the point of view of utilities. For steady states: frequency regulation, voltage regulation,
voltage balance, voltage distortion and voltage fluctuation. For disturbance: faults and transients. The document gives reference to
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relevant standards.
- Finally the document presents the sensibility of electric equipment to power disturbance and proposes physical equipment to deal with
this issue.
IEEE 1159:1995 - Recommended Practice for Monitoring Electrical Power Quality
Adequacy

Low/Medium.

Benefits

The control of electric quality of the LV grid is fundamental to validate the achievement of project’s objectives and represents a major
requirement for simulations. The standard can be used to properly list and define power quality phenomena that can affect power
distribution grids. The standard also provides suggestions in terms of measurements instruments.

Problems

The standard refers to the standard grid. With the advent of the smart grid the power quality phenomena described in this standard
might require improved definitions. Also, phenomena that are not currently relevant at LV grid level can acquire importance. In
addition, the advent of smart grids may require substantial modifications to metrological properties of measurement instruments.

Interoperability

Not considered in the review.

Recommendations
/Comments

The standard is partially adequate to the project. Some power quality phenomena (e.g. long duration rms variations, imbalance and
waveform distortion) are of particular importance to the project and have already been considered/discussed in different tasks. The
maintenance of high power quality level is considered as fundamental to validate project’s objectives. However, some of the quality
issues described in the standard are only relevant to elements and sections of the electrical system that are not included in the scope of
the project. Other issues, though relevant to the LV grid level, are too complex to be properly evaluated and analysed within the project.

IEEE 1613:2009 - Standard Environmental and Testing Requirements for Communications Networking Devices in Electric Power Substations
Adequacy

Low.

Benefits

Although possibly considered during the project, the critical gaps mentioned in the standard will not considerably affect any aspect of
Mas2tering. The standard alone cannot bring relevant advantages to the project. It must be coupled with other relevant standards (e.g.
IEEE 1615-2007).

Problems

The standard requires several additional documents to be fully understood:
- IEEE Std 1613™-2009, IEEE Standard Environmental and Testing Requirements For Communication Networking Devices Installed
In Electric Power Substations.1,2,
- IEEE Std 1613a™-2011, IEEE Standard Environmental and Testing Requirements For Communication Networking
Devices Installed In Electric Power Substations - Amendment 1,
- IEC 61000-4-5:2005, Electromagnetic Compatibility part 4-5 Testing and measurement techniques—Section 5: Surge Immunity
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Tests.3,
- IEC 61000-4-6:2003, Electromagnetic Compatibility part 4-6 Testing and measurement techniques—Section 6: Immunity to
conducted disturbances induced by radiofrequency
fields,
- IEC 61000-4-8:1993, Electromagnetic Compatibility part 4-8 Testing and measurement techniques—Section 8: Power frequency
magnetic field immunity test,
- IEC 61000-4-10:2001, Electromagnetic Compatibility part 4-10 Testing and measurement techniques—Section 10: Pulsed magnetic
field test,
- IEC 61000-4-16:2002, Electromagnetic Compatibility part 4-16 Testing and measurement techniques— Section 16: Test for
immunity to common mode disturbances in the frequency range of 0 Hz to 150 kHz.
Interoperability

Not considered in the review.

Recommendations
/Comments

Although possibly considered during the project, the critical gaps mentioned in the standard will not considerably affect any aspect of
Mas2tering. The standard alone cannot bring relevant advantages to the project. It must be coupled with other relevant standards (e.g.
IEEE 1615-2007).

IEEE P1547 - Series of Interconnecting Standards for Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Dist. Resources
Adequacy

Low.

Benefits

It takes into account the power quality issues and it provides guidelines for monitoring, information exchanged, etc.

Problems

This standard is not enough adapted for the next challenges in Europe. It was published in 2003 and some technical problems are not
taken into account. The technical specification CLC TS 50549-2 is more suitable for this project.

Recommendations
/Comments

IEEE P1547.2,.3,.4 can be hardly applicable to the Mas2tering project. Although the recommendations are general but complete,
other standards may be much more relevant.

CLC TS 50549-1 - Requirements for generating plants to be connected in parallel with distribution networks - Part 1: Connection to a LV
distribution network above 16A
Adequacy

High.

Benefits

This TS gives requirements about immunity to disturbances, the active response to frequency deviation, power response to frequency
deviation, power response to voltage variations, power quality, etc. It gives also examples of protection strategies.
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Problems

At this stage, it is only technical specification and not a standard. The scope is limited at the Low Voltage. In low voltage, the
communication part is not taken into account.

Interoperability

It is recommendable that in case of using protocols for signal transmission used between the DSO or TSO control center or control
center and the generating plant relevant technical standards (e.g. EN 60870-5-101, EN 60870-5-104, EN 61850, EN 61400-25 for wind
turbine and relevant part of IEC 62351 for relevant security measures) are recognised.

Recommendations
/Comments

This TS is applicable to the Mas2tering project. It gives information for guidance on remote monitoring and remote operation
parameters setting.

IEEE 1646:2004 - Standard Communication Delivery Time Performance Requirements for Electric Power Substation Automation.
Adequacy

Low/Medium.

Benefits

The standard could bring the following benefits:
- General overview of the commands/communications exchanged in substations between Intelligent electronic
devices;
- Timing of Data and application required to manage a sub-station (including power quality and fault detection);
- Message priority;
- Time synchronization;
The standard could be also used to define data-delivery times requirements of Link-Boxes.

Problems

The standard deals specifically with communication delivery times requirements, but does not provide any information regarding
Intelligent Electronic devices and substation management in practice. It must be coupled with other standards describing these aspects.

Interoperability

The standard must be used with other energy/telecom standard to be fully understood and to be properly exploited.

Recommendations
/Comments

The standard is partly relevant to the project, since it deals with communication performance requirements for electric substation
automation.

IEEE C37.1 - Standard for SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) and Automation Systems – electric substations
Adequacy

High. The management of substations is a one of the issues addressed as part of use case 3.

Benefits

Scalable, widely used in industries power, manufacturing, buildings and facilities (HVAC etc), water and sewerage, transport
infrastructure. Newer generations can use conventional networks. Covers the full abstraction of hardware upwards. It is not known
whether there exist any open-source tools specifically for this standard.
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Problems

Older generations of SCADA were constrained by the licensing model. But this does not apply any more.

Interoperability

A range of protocols supported including Modbus RTU, RP-570, Profibus, Conitel
Table 9 Evaluation of standards on SCADA, grid monitoring and performance
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4 Standards in EU Smart Metering Solutions
Integration of smart metering solutions from United Kingdom, France, Italy and Belgium is one of
many goals in the Mas2tering project. For this purpose an analysis of the standards used by these
smart devices have been performed and presented in this chapter. Further details are provided in
Annex D.

4.1

Smart Metering in UK

Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications v2.0 is the standard selected for a number of
smart metering solutions across United Kingdom and it is designed to work with other standards
including ZigBee.
SMETS2
Adequacy

Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications v2.0
The standard has evolved through a process of consultation with key stakeholders and
the latest version (v1.58) is the one now being used to form the basis of interface and
manufacturing design. The standard has been developed in compliance with functional
requirements as specified by relevant EU Smartgrid and Smart Meter Directives (esp.
2012/148/EU) and progress has been communicated throughout in accordance with EU
Directive 98/48/EC. The standard appears to be largely adequate for the purposes of
this project.

Benefits

The standard has been developed in compliance with functional requirements as
specified by relevant EU Smartgrid and Smart Meter Directives (esp. 2012/148/EU).

Problems

The standard requires for profile, consumption and maximum demand data to be
calculated in 30min periods, whereas 2012/148/EU suggests “an update rate of 15mins
is needed at least”. Whilst this may be perfectly acceptable for tariff switching and
recording purposes, much shorter periods will be required if this information is to be
used for determining network operations and switching commands.

Interoperability

The standard requires the product to be capable of joining a ZigBee SEP v1.2 Smart
Metering Home Area Network which operates within the 2400 – 2483.5 MHz
harmonised frequency band. On joining the network, the product must be capable of
generating and sending an Alert to that effect via its HAN Interface.

Security

The standard requires products to be designed to ensure any failure or compromise of
its integrity shall not compromise the security credentials or personal data stored on it,
or compromise the integrity of any other device to which it is connected by means of a
communications link.
The product shall be capable of verifying its firmware at power-on and prior to
activation of the firmware, to verify that the firmware at that time is in the form
originally received. On failure of verification the product must be capable of
performing prescribed actions including sending alerts and entering details in security
log.
Table 10 SMETS2

4.2

Smart Metering in France

PLC standards: IEC 61334 S-FSK profile (PLC G1), ITU-T G.9903 G3-PLC (OFDM), and
DLMS/COSEM protocol suites (Device Language Message Specification/Companion Specification
for Energy Metering) are the main standards used by the French smart meter Linky.
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Standards

Main standards used
Several Linky hardware and software versions will be deployed. A first rollout stage
uses PLC based on G1-PLC protocol with SFSK modulation. A second rollout stage
plans to use G3-PLC communication protocol with OFDM modulation.
-

PLC: IEC 61334 S-FSK profile (PLC G1)
PLC: ITU-T G.9903 G3-PLC (OFDM)
DLMS/COSEM
protocol
suites
(Device
Language
Specification/Companion Specification for Energy Metering)

Message

USB: the USB interface is used as a mean to get the TIC.

Information
on
Smart
Meter

Standards list
IEC 61334-4-1:1996, IEC 61334-4-32:1996, IEC 61334-4-41:1996, IEC 61334-442:1996, IEC 61334-4-511:2000, IEC 61334-4-512:2000, IEC 61334-5-1:2001, IEC
62053-23, IEC 62056-53 Ed.2: 200X, IEC 62056-61 Ed.2: 200X, IEC 61334-6:2000,
IEC EN50065-7, IEC EN62056-31, CENELEC EN50065-1/A1, DLMS UA 10001:2009, DLMS UA 1000-2:2009, NF EN 50470-1:2007, DIRECTIVE 2004/22/EC,
ISO/IEC 15417, NF EN 62053-23:2003, EN 61000-4-30, ERDF-CPT-Linky-SPECFONC Meter parameters, ITU-T G.9955, ITU-T G.9956, ITU-T G.9903,
Recommendation JEDEC JESD 210°, WELMEC 7.2: Issue 2, NF EN 62054-21, EN
61000-4-30.
Name & average life
Linky, 20 years
High-level functionality
35 millions of smart meter Linky will be deployed by 2020 in France for a total cost
of 5B€. Linky is proposed in either a single phase or a three-phases design. It sends
data messages to a data concentrator installed in a MV/LV substation. Each Data
concentrator manages up to 1500 Linky meters connected to the low voltage network
using a 2-way PLC communication modem, on the other side connect to the WAN
using GPRS communication provided by a third party telecom operator.
Services
- Improve network monitoring by providing comprehensive information on power
quality and network status,
- Improve customer services through a billing based on real consumption (on-line
history consumption access),
- Infra-day billing profile with an integration profile of half an hour,
- Can be programmed with several tariff programs that could be annual, weekly or
daily,
- Remote control and management of customer loads in a scheduled way (not in
real time),
- Fraud detection mechanism that detects unauthorized cover open (alarms are
send to the central system in real-time).
Interface information
i) How it works:
- The data transmitted during each reading operation include 14 register (10
for energy supply, and 4 for distribution), load profile (with a programmable
integration period), maximal power and miscellaneous information.
- The reading operation is performed on a daily base, but the data remains
available in the meter for two months, and can be recovered, on request, at
any time.
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-

Comments/A
dditional
Notes

The meter has a capacitor as a power supply backup that ensures a keepalive time of 7 days,
A « no-replay » mechanism has been developed to avoid pirates connections
on the network,
The meter has an internal display but offer the possibility to connect an
external one with a wired or wireless connection,
Charging curve calculation is based on programmable steps,
The meter records the maximal power consumed (to establish the adequate
subscription power program),
11 daily tariff intervals that can be programmed,
10 daily tariff programs that can be programmed for each weekly tariff
programs,
8 weekly tariff programs that can be programmed for each annual program,
12 annual tariff programs that can be programmed.

ii) How it was used in pilots:
- 95 % Linky are sending their index in Day -1,
- 98 % % Linky are sending their index in Day -10,
- 95 % of remotely actions (power billing change, switch on/off, etc.) are
successful at the first try.
- 100% of the concentrators are using GPRS,
- It takes less than 15mn to grab the data from one request.
The expected average contractual power is 6 kVA for customers without electric
heating, and 9 kVA for customers with electric heating while the average residential
yearly consumption is 2400 kWh for customer with a 6 kVA contractual power and
8500 kWh for customer with a 9kVA contractual power. The USB protocol in front
is available from this link:
http://www.erdf.fr/sites/default/files/documentation/ERDF-NOI-CPT_44E.pdf

Table 11 Set of Standards for Linky: PLC (IEC 61334 S-FSK profile (PLC G1), PLC: ITU-T
G.9903 G3-PLC (OFDM), and DLMS/COSEM protocol suites)

4.3

Smart Metering in Italy

ZigBee is the standard used by already integrated Italian smart meter called Enel Smart Info. ZigBee
has been evaluated in the standards evaluation available in section 3.2 of this deliverable.
Enel Smart Info is the first device provided by an
electric utility, which makes the certified
consumption, and generation data measured by the
electronic smart meter available in consumers'
houses. When it is plugged into any electric socket
of the house, it can be configured in few minutes to
be able to exchange data with the electronic meter
through power line. Electrical consumption and
generation (for producers of renewable energy by
photovoltaic or mini-eolic plants) can be monitored
and analysed on general purpose or dedicated user
interfaces, such as home energy displays, personal
computers and smart phones.
The ZigBee version of Smart Info implements the ZigBee Home Automation 1.2 standard and offers
the ZigBee Metering Cluster to provide energy-related measures. The device may be capable of
immediate readings (requested via polling invoking cluster functions) or of autonomous periodic
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readings (sent via push mechanism configurable by exploiting ZigBee attributes notification). Main
attributes provided by the cluster are:
•
•
•

CurrentSummationDelivered: the measure in kWh of the energy consumption as measured by
the electronic meter.
CurrentSummationReceived: the measure in kWh of the energy produced as measured by the
electronic meter.
InstantaneousDemand: the measure in W of the instantaneous power as measured by the
electronic meter.

4.4

Smart Metering in Belgium

Belgium is a federal country with the distribution networks regulated by three different agencies in the
three regions: VREG for Flanders, Brugel for Brussels and CWaPE for the Walloon Region. There are
three separated approaches regarding smart meters in Belgium. However, the DSOs Sibelga, Infrax,
ORES, RESA and EANDIS have created the company Atrias that have carried studies on smart
meters. The DSOs from the three regions adopted the strategy of testing several technologies with
pilot projects, wait for upcoming standards and deploy on (very) limited scale smart meters.
Adequacy

The DSOs in the three regions are flexible and adapt their specifications
according to the evolution in standards and results from pilot projects.

Benefits

Careful planning and waiting for maturity lowers the risks in implementation of
smart meters at the cost of delay in the deployment.

Problems

Eandis had software and firmware bugs with the smart meters.
Ores tested PLC (S-FSK). Its performance was judged as poor and this
technology has been subsequently rejected. GPRS showed better results but at
high cost.
Currently, the University of Mons is studying the use of PLC with GPRS as
backup. Ores is planning to install “thin” smart meters with most of the
functionalities implemented in the hubs.
Sibelga (the DSO of Brussels) is testing BPL.

Interoperability

There is strong interest in all regions for the standards. DSOs tend to be careful
and test different technologies and waiting for more mature standards before large
scale deployment.
Table 12 Standards for Belgian Smart Meters
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations Summary
This section is presenting results and a summary of findings including mapping of
standards/technologies to the Mas2tering Use Cases and to the seven layers of the OSI Model.
Additionally, a brief overview of recommendations outlined in section 4 is given at the end of the
section. The main focus of deliverable D5.2 has been on selection, evaluation, and recommendation of
telecommunication and smart energy standards for the project. Special attention has been given to
identifying gaps in the evaluated standards and proposing possible future enhancements.
A final list of standards with a clear identification of their use case based relevance for the project is
contained in Table 13. The key words "High", "Medium", “Low” and “None” used in the table below
are to be interpreted as follows:
-

“High” means that standard is highly relevant to the specific use case.
“Medium” means that standard is moderately relevant to the specific use case.
“Low” means that standard has low relevance to the specific use case.
“None” means that standard is not relevant to the specific use case.
Use Case Relevance
[High, Medium, Low, None]
Standard id

UC1

UC2

UC3

Integration and Interface Standards
FIPA-ACL

High

High

High

IEC 61968/61970/62325 CIM standards

High

High

High

IEEE 1615:2007

None

None

Medium

IEC 62541–OPC UA

Low

Medium

High

IEEE 2030

High

High

High

Physical and Data Link Layer Standards
DSL: ADSL/SHDSL/VDSL

Medium

Medium

Medium

EDGE/GPRS/GSM

Medium

Medium

Medium

PLC

Medium

Medium

Medium

[IEC 61334 selected]

[High]

[High]

[Low]

Synchronous
Digital
Hierarchy
(SDH)/ Medium
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET)

Medium

Medium

Long-term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-A

Medium

Medium

Medium

IEEE 802.11

High

High

High

WiMAX

Medium

Medium

Medium
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LAN (Ethernet)

High

None

None

GS OSG 001 (OSGP)

High

None

None

Networking Standards
IEC 61850

None

None

High

ZigBee

High

Medium

None

VPN

Medium

Medium

Medium

DNP3

Low

Medium

Medium

IETF RFC 6272

Low

Medium

Medium

ISO/IEC 14908:2012 series 1, 2, 3, 4

High

Medium

None

Energy Management Standards
USEF

Medium

High

High

OpenADR

Medium

High

Medium

ISO/IEC TR 15067-3

High

High

None

Smart Metering Standards
IEEE 1377

High

High

Low

ISO/IEC 15045

High

High

None

ETSI TS 103 908 PLT

Low

High

None

ETSI TR 102 691

High

High

None

EN 13757

High

High

Low

ETSI TR 103 240

High

High

Low

IEC 62056

None

High

None

SMETS2

High

Medium

None

Smart Grid Monitoring and Performance Standards
IEC 60870

None

Medium

High

IEEE 1250

Low

Medium

Medium

IEEE 1159:1995

None

Low

Low

IEEE 1613:2009

Low

Low

Low
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IEEE P1547

None

None

None

CLC TS 50549-1

None

Low

High

IEEE 1646:2004

None

None

Medium

IEEE C37.1

None

None

High

Table 13 Relevance of evaluated standards, protocols, and technologies to Mas2tering use cases
Mapping of the important telecommunication and energy standards, protocols, and technologies to the
seven layer OSI model is shown in Figure 1.
IEEE

IEC

IETF

ETSI

EN

Other

Application

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

None / All Layers

Figure 1 Mapping of standards, protocols, and technologies to OSI model

Finally, the following is a summary of recommendations based on the detailed analysis of standards:
−

From the messaging perspective, FIPA-ACL has a ‘ready to use’ support libraries covering
the full network stack in the chosen MAS platform framework for Mas2tering, namely JADE,
thus is a low overhead option. Further ‘add-ons’ are available to assist in the encoding and
encoding of messages at the application layer and also for the realisation of security in JADE.
However as expected, no direct support for interfacing to smart grid devices would be
achieved without further effort. Thus a gateway would be needed if FIPA-ACL were to be
used. The adoption of the prevalent data model DLMS in ACL content would facilitate simple
mapping between protocols together with exchange transactions compliant to COSEM seem
pertinent. In the scope of a gateway the use of the scalable and extensible framework ISO/IEC
15045 would seem desirable.
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−

The Common Information Model (CIM) (IEC 61968/61970/62325) is the model on which
FIPA-ACL messages will be based. CIM standards provide basis for the design of generic
communications for power systems. The standards can be used for guiding design choices. It
is expected that the project will specify one or more Mas2tering CIM profiles, that is a subset
of the CIM classes and attributes for specific Mas2tering context. The use of the CIM
simplifies the interoperability between different software applications. Instead of defining a
translator to convert to and from every other party company´s property format, Mas2tering
will focus only in a single translator to convert to and from the CIM based data.

−

IEEE 2030 (A series of standards for Smart Grid Interoperability) is a reference for smart grid
security challenges overview, but no solutions. This standard is also expected to deal with the
interoperability aspects.

−

Selected PLC standard(s) seem attractive and relevant to the project but their potential
adoption will have to be use case driven. It is too early to provide a recommendation for a
specific PLC standard at this stage of the project.

−

IEEE 802.11 could be useful for handling communication between devices compatible with
this standard.

−

OpenADR aims to automate the demand response to control energy demand and is among
standards recommended in the project description. OpenADR “A” is sometimes called the
bugged profile as the limited services or devices need the “B” profile to be operated in proper
manners. We strongly recommend the developers to go for “B” profile and then down scale to
profile “A” if the scenarios are not using some services. Moreover, profile “B” offers more
security options than “A”. The cybersecurity tasks will need to take in consideration the
validation and the process of certificate’s provisioning on long periods such as 20 years.

−

Although not a standard, it is recommended to use the USEF framework as a reference
background to support the definition of the Mas2tering framework and enable the comparison
of the Mas2tering project with other projects in the smart grid area. In particular, the market
mechanisms described in USEF should be used as reference for the definition of the local
optimization process sketched in use case 2 and use case 3. This would give concreteness to
the Mas2tering solution from both technical and business perspectives, without imposing any
constraint to its development.

−

OSG protocol could be useful for addressing communication between smart meter and
aggregator for pricing purposes. Standard includes interesting functionalities such as device
discovery. Because its name indicates a wider scope, there is a lot of room for improvement in
this standard as it is missing many elements of a smart grid, for instance real time interaction
with DER.

−

IEEE 1250 (Guide for identifying and improving voltage quality in power systems) outlines
detailed description of challenge for electricity quality, useful to select which aspect to focus
on.

−

IEC 61499 is proposed to provide the function blocks comprising algorithms and execution
control charts (ECC) in the project.

−

IEEE 1646:2004: Standard Communication Delivery Time Performance Requirements
for Electric Power Substation Automation can be useful for defining requirements of
Linkboxes in Mas2tering.

−

Additionally, security standards such as IEEE PC37.240, IEEE 2030 are mainly evaluated in
WP4 to assess their usefulness in securing the Mas2tering platform. IEC 62351 could assist in
securing the transactions between agents in the MAS environments. IEEE PC37.240 and
IEEE 2030 may be used as guidelines for the design of secure Mas2tering platform.
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In summary, some of the standards have wider scopes e.g. applicable to substations cf. domestic
meters etc., while some have specific and desirable technical features. In this context a further
refinement of standards selection will be required in subsequent stages of the project.
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Annex A

Standardisation in Telecommunication and Smart
Grids

In this section a number of important telecom and smart grid standards are described which are
recommended
by
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
(IEC),
the
European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), The Union of the Electricity
Industry- Eurelectric (EURELECTRIC), CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group, and
Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP).

A.1

ISO/IEC

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and IEC have created directives and policies
outlining strategy for the development and maintenance of international standards. The “ISO/IEC
Directives, Part 1 Consolidated ISO Supplement — Procedures specific to ISO” (International
Organization for Standardization, 2014) contains the rules to be followed by the technical committees
and their subsidiary bodies with a primary goal of developing and maintaining international standards
including telecom and energy grid standards mentioned throughout this deliverable.
The IEC have identified over a hundred of standards as relevant to the smart grid. Core IEC standards
are as follows:
IEC/TR 62357 - Service Oriented Architecture (SAO)
IEC 61970 - Common Information Model (CIM)/Energy Management
IEC 61850 - Power Utility Automation
IEC 61968 - Common Information Model (CIM)/Energy Management
IEC 62351 - Security
IEC 62056 - Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control
IEC 61508 - Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems
The IEC Smart Grid Standards Mapping Tool (IEC, 2015) has been developed to establish relations
between smart grid components and standards. An Architecture View and a Mapping view are
provided for an efficient identification and view of the standards matched to specific areas of smart
grid. This service is available on the official IEC Smart Grid Standards Map website accessible at
http://smartgridstandardsmap.com/.

A.2

ETSI

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is a European Standards Organization
acknowledged for producing international standards for Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT). ETSI’s TC SmartM2M (Machine to Machine) is a response to the EC mandate
on Smart Grids (M/490) to study impacts of Smart Grids on the M2M platform. ETSI actively
participated in recognising exiting standards and developing new standards relative to Smart Grids.
The following is a list of the most relevant ETSI standards in the smart grid context
•

TS 103 315 - SmartM2M; Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M); Interoperability Test
Specification for ETSI M2M Primitives
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•

TR 103 240 - Powerline Telecommunications (PLT); Powerline communication
recommendations for smart metering and home automation

•

TR 102 935 - Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M); Applicability of M2M
architecture to Smart Grid Networks; Impact of Smart Grids on M2M platform

•

GS OSG 001 - Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP)

•

TS 103 908 - Powerline Telecommunications (PLT); BPSK Narrow Band Power Line
Channel for Smart Metering Applications

•

TR 102 691 - Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M); Smart Metering Use Cases

A.3

IEEE

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (a.k.a. IEEE) is focused on delivering a wide
variety of knowledge through research papers including nearly two and half thousands of papers
relevant to smart grid. At present, there are almost a hundred of currently available standards and
standards in active development on smart grid. NIST has identified twenty IEEE relevant standards
and listed them in their “NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards,
Release 1.0” (NIST, 2010) report. Some relevant standards to Mas2tering among these are listed in
Table 14.
Standard
ANSI C12.18/IEEE
P1701/MC1218
ANSI C12.21/IEEE
P1702/MC1221
IEEE C37.118
IEEE 1547 Suite

Application
Protocol and optical interface for measurement devices.
Transport of measurement device data over telephone networks.
It defines phasor measurement unit (PMU) performance specifications
and communications.
The standards define physical and electrical interconnections between
utility and distributed generation and storage.

IEEE 1588

Standard for time management and clock synchronization for
equipment across the Smart Grid.

IEEE 1686-2007

This standard defines the functions and features to be provided in
substation intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) to accommodate critical
infrastructure protection programs.

ANSI C12.22- 2008/IEEE
P1703/MC1222

End Device Tables data communications over any network.

IEEE 802 Family

These are the standards developed by the IEEE LAN/MAN Standards
Committee.
Guide for Smart Grid Interoperability of Energy Technology and
Information Technology Operation with Electric Power System (EPS)
and End-Use Applications and Loads.

IEEE P2030

IEEE
1159.3
Recommended Practice
for the Transfer of Power
Quality Data

The standard defines a file format to support vendor-independent
exchange of power quality measurements and simulation data
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IEEE
C37.232
Recommended Practice
for
Naming
Time
Sequence Data Files

Naming time sequence data files for substation equipment requiring
time sequence data.

Table 14 IEEE- Smart Grid Standards (Source: NIST, 2010)

A.4

NIST

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (a.k.a. NIST) has been involved in research,
development and innovation activities in smart grid since 2006/2007. Their activities are focused on
delivering a new electric power grid permitting the two-way flow of both electricity and information
efficiently, reliably, sustainably, and securely. In May 2014, NIST released a draft report on
“Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, Release 3.0” (NIST, 2014)
providing a comprehensive list of seventy four smart grid-relevant standards. Many of the standards
identified are under development.

A.5

EURELECTRIC

The Union of the Electricity Industry-EURELECTRIC has outlined their position on the smart grid
standardisation in a paper called “DSO Priorities for Smart Grid Standardization“ (EURELECTRIC,
2013) published in cooperation with EDSO for smart grids in January 2013. The importance of
standardisation and a key role of Distribution System Operators (DSOs) in the smart grid deployment
have been highlighted throughout the paper. The paper divides smart grid functionality and services
into three distinct but interconnected areas including smart network management, smart integration of
distributed generation and e-mobility, and smart markets and active customers as well as provides a
list of standards for each area to address new functions and interoperability.
EURELECTRIC and EDSO for Smart Grids’ have recognised areas with a specific standardisation
importance such as peak demand management, DER integration and management, flexible load
integration and management, power quality management and grid optimisation. A summary of
standards recommended by EURELECTRIC for DSO is presented in the table below.
Standards

Title

Smart
Network
Management

IEC 61000 series

Electromagnetic compatibility

Yes

IEC
61968/61970/6232
5 (CIM)

CIM
Distribution
&
Transmission, Power systems
management and associated
information exchange
Communication networks and
systems in substations
Telecontrol equipment and
systems
Current and Voltage sensors or
detectors, to be used for fault
passage indication purposes
Power systems management
and associated information
exchange
–
Data
and

Yes

IEC 61850 series
IEC 60870 series
IEC 62689 series
IEC 62351 series

Yes

Smart
Integration
of DG and
e-mobility

Smart
Markets
and Active
Customers
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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IEC 60255 series
EN 50438

TS 50549-1&2

ISO/IEC 15118
IEC 62786

IEC 61851
IEC
62056
(DLM/COSEM)
SEP 2.0
OpenADR

communications security
Measuring
relays
and Yes
protection equipment
Requirements
for
microgenerating plants to be
connected in parallel with
public low-voltage distribution
networks
Requirements for generating
plants to be connected in
parallel
with
distribution
networks
Road Vehicles – Vehicle to
grid communication interface
Smart Grid User Interface:
Demand
Side
Energy
Resources
Interconnection
with the Grid
Electric vehicle conductive
charging system
Electricity
metering
data
exchangeThe
DLMS/COSEM suite
Smart Energy Profile 2.0
Open Automated
Response

Demand

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 15 Standards for smart grid functionalities and services for DSOs (Source:
EURELECTRIC, 2013)
In their paper on “10 Steps to Smart Grids- Eurelectric DSOs’ Ten-Year Roadmap for Smart Grid
Deployment in EU” (EURELECTRIC, 2011) published in 2010, Eurelectric proposes a strategy for
the deployment of European flexible smart grids by 2020. A contribution to the EU energy policy in
terms of sustainability, security of supply and competitiveness is presented. Facilitation – both
national and EU level, deployment in the member states and commercialisations in the member states
are the three development phases. Setting standards and ensuring data protection and privacy as part of
the facilitation phase with the main standards defined and developed is one of the main milestones set
by Eurelectric for the end of 2012. Development of interoperable technical standards and
communication and data protocols and ensuring adequate data protection by network operators, energy
suppliers, ICT suppliers and technology providers, the European Commission, European
standardisation organisations (CEN, CENELEC, and ETSI), and Agency for the Cooperation of
Energy Regulators (ACER) is seen as a requirement. Eurelectric advocates the importance of setting
standards and ensuring data protection and privacy.

A.6

CEN/CENELEC/ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group

The three European Standards Organisations collectively known as CEN, CENELEC and ETSI Smart
Grid Coordination Group (SG-CG) has been heavily involved in the standards research and
development with a number of papers published in the area of smart grid and smart meters. This
movement has been a response to the mandate M/490 on Smart Grids Standardisation.
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The operation of SG-CG started as a phase one in 6/2011 and resulted in a publication of the “First set
of standards” (CEN, CENELEC and ETSI, 2012) for the future development of flexible high-level
Smart Grid services and functionalities. In phase two, which ended in October 2014, the Smart Grid
Cooperation Group released an updated set of standards in their “SGCG/M490/G_Smart Grid Set of
Standards” (CEN, CENELEC and ETSI, 2014). Report contains a comprehensive list of standards
selected in accordance with the rules defined in the report and in compliance with the Regulation on
EU standardization (European Parliament and Council, 2012). Considering standardisation body
ranking, maturity level, release management and standards naming convention was part of the
standards selection procedure adopted by SG-CG.
There is a lot of smart grid standardisation activities worldwide as presented by Johannes Stein, a
member of the Smart Grid Coordination Group in his presentation on “Smart Grid StandardizationSustainable Growth: Smart grids and smart meters, ICT environment” (European Commission, 2014)
in March 2014 involving technical standardisation committees, smart grid committees and
stakeholders/ consortia worldwide. The SG-CG group proposes six core standards for Smart Grids as
in Table 16.
Standard

Main application area

IEC 61970/61968

Generation management systems, EMS (Energy Management System); DMS
(Distribution Management System); DA; SA; DER; AMI; DR; E-Storage
Generation management systems, EMS (Energy Management System); DMS
(Distribution Management System); DER; AMI; DR; meter-related back-office
systems; E-Storage
Generation management systems, EMS; DMS; DA; SA; DER E-Storage; Emobility
DMS; DER; AMI; DR; Smart Home; E-Storage; E-mobility Data exchange for
meter reading, tariff and load control
Security for various systems
Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related
systems

IEC 62325
IEC 61850
IEC 62056
IEC 62351
IEC 61508

Table 16 Smart Grids – Core Standards (Source: CEN-CENELEC-ETSI, 2014)

A.7

SGIP

The Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) is an incorporated private entity most recently involved
in research of international standards relevant to Smart Grids while focusing on grid resilience, system
integration and cybersecurity. SGIP is supported by NIST continuing its control in many of the SGIP’s
working groups and committees. SGIP have divided standards into seven domains including: Markets
(12 standards), Operations, Service providers, Customer (36 standards), Distribution (42 standards),
Generation (47 standards) and Transmission (35 standards). Detailed information on each standard can
be obtained directly from the SGIP’s website.
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Annex B

Standards selection methodology

An analysis of the Smart Grid Systems, Smart Grid Conceptual Model, Smart Grid Architecture
Model (SGAM) framework, and Smart Grid Generic Use Cases has helped with the discovery of the
standards for the project.

B.1

Smart Grid Systems

The CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grids Coordination Group classified a number of smart grid
systems into three types based on the systems domain, function and other criteria as presented in Table
17. The smart grid systems classification assisted in the discovery of areas for standards identification,
development and/ or modification.
Type

Domain, Function, Other

Systems

Domain
Specific

Generation

Generation management system

Transmission

Substation automation system, Blackout Prevention
System - Wide Area Measurement Protection and
Control System (WAMPAC), EMS SCADA system,
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS)

Distribution

Substation automation system, Feeder automation
system, Advanced Distribution Management System
(ADMS), FACTS system

DER operation systems

DER operation system

Smart Metering systems

AMI system, Metering-related back office system

Demand and
(generation)
systems
Micro-grid

Aggregated prosumers management system

Function
Specific

Other

production
flexibility

Micro-grid systems

Marketplace system

Marketplace system, Trading system

E-mobility (connection to
grid)

E-mobility systems

Administration

Asset and Maintenance Management system,
Communication network management system, Clock
reference system, Authentication, Authorization,
Accounting system, Device remote Management
system, Weather forecast and observation system

Table 17 Smart Grids –List of the main systems (Source: CEN-CENELEC-ETSI, 2014)

B.2

Smart Grid Conceptual Model

The Smart Grid Conceptual Model is the European model and was established to define standards
applicable in all European markets. The model is considered as the starting point for all architecture
modelling and other activities required for smart grids according to the “G_Smart Grid Set of
Standards” report by CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group. The model identifies
Operations, Markets, Energy Services and Grid Users as conceptual domains in support of standards
discovery for specific domains. The model focuses attention to conceptual domains and subdomains.
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Each of the conceptual domains (Operations, Markets, Energy Services and Grid Users) contains one
or more subdomains allowing for a grouping of the market roles from the European electricity market.
Operations and Grid Users domains are directly engaged in the physical processes of the power
system: electricity generation, transport/distribution and electricity usage and they include ICT system
actors. The market including market roles and (business and system) players, their activities in trade of
electricity products and services, and the involvement in the processes of trade and system operations
representing grid users collectively describe the Markets and Energy Services domains.

B.3

SGAM Framework

The SGAM framework allows the justification of smart grid use cases and their support by standards.
The business objectives and processes, functions, information exchange and models, communication
protocols and components are the five layers of the SGAM framework. The model aims to specify on
which zones of information management collaborations between domains take place. It allows the
demonstration of the existing state of implementations in the electrical grid, and supports other
objectives such as consistency, flexibility and interoperability in smart grids.

B.4

Smart Grid Generic Use Cases

The following is the list of clusters of high-level use cases. Different standards can apply depending
on the scope of the use case i.e. market, enterprise, operation, station, field, process, generation,
transmission, distribution, DER or customer premises. All possible combinations of standards are
presented in “G_Smart Grid Set of Standards” report by CEN-CENELEC-ETSI.
−

Access Control (Substation Remote Access Example)

−

AMI Billing

−

Billing

−

Blackout management

−

AMI Collect events and status information

−

AMI Configure events, statuses and actions

−

Connect an active actor to the grid

−

Controlling the grid (locally/ remotely) manually or automatically

−

Customer

−

AMI Customer information provision

−

Demand and production (generation) flexibility

−

AMI Energy market events

−

Exchange of metered data

−

Flexibility markets

−

Generation Maintenance

−

Generation Operation Scheduling

−

Generation Transverse

−

Grid reliability using market-based mechanisms

−

Grid stability

−

AMI Installation & configuration

−

Maintaining grid assets

−

Manage commercial relationship for electricity supply

−

Managing power quality
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−

Market Settlements

−

Monitor AMI event

−

Monitoring the grid flows

−

Operate DER(s)

−

Operate wholesale electricity market

−

Protecting the grid assets

−

Provide and collect contractual measurements

−

Reconfiguring the network in case of fault

−

Secure adequacy of supply

−

System and security management

−

Trading front office operation

−

Weather condition forecasting & observation
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Annex C

Evaluation of the Standards (Further details)

This Annex section provides further details on the standards discussed in Section 3.2.

C.1

Integration and Interface Standards

FIPA-ACL - Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) Agent Communication Language
Scope

A communications protocol that is consistent with the agent paradigm. A language implementation with semantics based on speech act
theory that models communication as actions, which lead to changing the state of the participating entities e.g. belief change or a
request to perform an action.

License

Open

Usability

Message semantics are split from the content so that the content can be flexible, with the constraint that some performatives incorporate
other speech act/s in the content e.g. request-when. The primary message characteristics are its precondition and its rational effect
which should of course be consistent with the performative which captures the intent of the originator (the ‘communicative act’) e.g.
inform, request etc. modal statements can be incorporated into the precondition and can attitudes and action conditions relating to itself,
as well as about those agents it is communicating with. Message intent can be embedded in the content part or can be captured
externally by the adoptions of appropriately defined protocols. The language semantics are captured formally using semantic language
(SL). With SL formulas the semantics for the rational effect and precondition for each performative are defined. SL in turn captures the
modalities: belief, uncertain belief and intention in addition to the action expressions ‘done’ etc.
Can be used without the specification of ontology or with that specification of a shared ontology. Interactions can be internal to the
sentences content or supported externally by the ‘action’.

Security

Security per se is not addressed. However, security can be defined in the transport layer (section 4 of the standard). The scope includes
‘higher’ level security such as that specified as part of the DLMS / COSEM specification. The recommendation states the
implementation of security support of IPv4 or IPv6 packets in the data link layer and the application of “fast” cryptography. Security
extensions specified in IEC/TS 60870-5-7:2013 guarantee the integrity of the transmission. Security measures ensure that data was not
changed in transmission and that it was transmitted by an authorised device.

IEC 61968/61970/62325 CIM standards
Scope

The IEC Common Information Model (CIM) was developed to present information to utility applications such as Energy management,
Distribution management, Outage management, Custom service, Asset management and many others.
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Licence

IEC.

Usability

Medium: the scope of the CIM its very generic and the model itself has grown as its scope has increased (i.e. from a core set with less
than 100 classes to a model of plus than 600 classes with thousands of attributes and associations). Since the model includes every class
and element it can appear overly complex and impractical for those seeking simple implementations or viewing it for the first time
(although it is not expected to be implemented entirely, instead a profile needs to be defined for each context).

Security

Low: the document proposes some models for secure application.

IEEE 1615:2007 - Recommended Practice for Network Communications in substations
Scope

The standard defines recommended practice for communication and interoperation of devices connected on an electric power substation
Internet protocol (IP) network. In particular the standard aims at providing guidance for implementers who wish to produce
interoperable communication equipment for an electric power substation network and pass from traditional serial-communication
architecture to networked communication architecture.

License

Paid access.

Usability

The standard includes many technical elements that require a thorough knowledge of both power system and ICT. Partners like TI,
TSSG and CCS are the most indicated to use the Standard. Partners like UPL and GDF can provide support.

Security

The standard includes a section regarding data classification and security for IPS networks, that deals mainly with types and uses of
data (Operational data, control command and non operational data) and security issue (Threats, targets of attacks, cyber-attack
techniques, password management, anti-virus, etc.) and also an Annex about Security issues and awareness.

IEC 62541 – OPC UA
Scope

OPC UA is a platform-independent data communication protocol.
OPC UA is the “successor” of the classical OPC (Open platform communication) widely use in the industry (OPC-DA for tag
reading/writing, OPC-AE for alarms and events,...).
The OPC UA protocol includes all historical features of OPC plus some improvements, for example, OPC UA is more portable, more
secure, and enables better data organisation.

Licence

The standard is only available for members of the OPC Foundation. Membership costs around $900 for non-profit organization and
$1800 for profit organization.
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Usability

The use of the OPC UA is usually done either directly using the OPC UA stack SDK delivered by the OPC Foundation (for member
only) or using a higher level SDK developed by third party.

Security

OPC UA uses HTTPS, session encryption (128 or 256 bits), Authentication with OpenSSL, logins, and logs.

IEEE 2030 - IEEE Guide for Smart Grid Interoperability of Energy Technology and Information Technology Operation with the Electric Power
System (EPS), End-Use Applications, and Loads
Scope

Smart grid model, grid communication, grid control, grid interoperability

Licence

IEEE

Usability

Good: the standard can help in facilitating the identification of different aspects that will have to be dealt at the design. It does not
however give insight in how to implement the different solutions.

Security

Good: the standard discusses anonimization, authentication, risk management and security procedures.

C.2

Physical and Data Link Layer Standards

DSL
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)

Symmetric
high-speed
Subscriber Line (SHDSL)

Digital

G.992.1 (International Telecommunication Union,
2008)
G.991.2 (International Communication
Union, 2008)
Scope

It
describes
the
interface
between
the
telecommunications network and the customer
installation. It provides bearer channels together with
other services

It describes a transmission method for
providing service as a means for data
transport in telecommunications access
networks. It describes the functionality
needed to assure interoperability of
equipment from various manufacturers

Very-high-bit-rate
Subscriber Line (VDSL)
G.993.1
(International
Communication Union, 2008)
It permits transmission of
asymmetric and symmetric
data rates up to tens of Mbit/s on
twisted pairs. It includes frequency
plans that allow asymmetric and
symmetric services in the same
group of wire pairs.
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Licence

In force since 1999

In force since 2003

Security

- Security issues are not mentioned in the DSL Security issues are not mentioned in
standards. (Center for the Protection of National the DSL standards. (Center for the
Infrastructure, 2015)
Protection of National Infrastructure,
2015)
- However, studies have shown possible security
problems in ADSL applications.

In force since 2004
Security issues are not
mentioned in the DSL
standards.
(Center
Protection
of
Infrastructure, 2015)

for
the
National

EDGE, GPRS, GSM
EDGE

GPRS

GSM

- 3GPPTM TR 10.59 Project scheduling and open issues
for EDGE;

- EN 301 349 General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS); Mobile Station (MS)
- Base Station System (BSS) interface;
Radio Link Control/Medium Access
Control (RLC/ MAC) protocol;

- 3GPP™ TS 45.001 Physical
layer
on the radio path; General
description

- TS 143 051 Digital cellular telecommunications
system
(Phase
2+);
GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN) overall
description; Stage 2;
- EN 301 908-8 Base Stations (BS) and User
Equipment (UE) for IMT-2000 Third-Generation
cellular
networks;
Part 8: Harmonized EN for IMT-2000, TDMA SingleCarrier (UWC 136) (UE) covering essential
requirements of article 3.2 of the R&TTE Directive
- EN 301 908-9 Base Stations (BS) and User
Equipment (UE) for IMT-2000 Third-Generation
cellular
networks;
Part 9: Harmonized EN for IMT-2000, TDMA SingleCarrier (UWC 136) (BS) covering essential
requirements of article 3.2 of the R&TTE Directive

- EN 301 347 General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS); GPRS Tunnelling
Protocol (GTP) across the Gn and Gp
Interface;
- EN 301 344 General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS); Service description;
Stage 2;
- EN 301 113 General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS); Service description;
Stage 1;
- TS 102 111-1 Network Integration
Testing between General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) and Internet Protocol
(IP)
Networks;

- 3GPP™ TS 45.002 Multiplexing
and multiple access on the radio
path
- 3GPP™ TS
transmission
and reception

45.005

Radio

- 3GPP™ TS 23.002 Network
architecture
- 3GPP™ TS 41.101 Technical
Specifications
and
Technical
Reports for a GERAN-based
3GPP™ system
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Part 1: Test Suite Structure and Test
Purposes (TSS&TP);
- TR 101 976 Guide to TETRA
Advanced Packet Service (TAPS);
- TS 101 376 GEO-Mobile Radio
Interface Specifications (Release 2)
General Packet Radio Service
Scope

Too broad, too many standards

Too broad, too many standards

Too broad, too many standards

Licence

In force

Published

In force

Usability

2.5G

2G

2G

Security

- Lack of mutual authentication in GPRS/EDGE (2G,
2.5G);
- Support for no encryption (GEA0);
- Fall back to GPRS/EDGE of UMTS/HSPA (3G,
3.5G) devices whenever UMTS/HSPA service is not
available (David Perez, A practical attack against
GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA
mobile
data
communications, 2011)

Endpoint
encryption;

authentication

and

- Challenge-response mechanism;
- Ciphering algorithm

- Do not accept fall back to 2G (David
Perez, A practical attack against
GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA
mobile
data communications, 2012)

PLC
G3-PLC (G3-PLC Alliance, 2015)

Scope

Provide continuity among new Smart
Grid applications including power
grid management, remote meter
management,
in-home
energy
management and electric vehicle

PRIME
(PRIME
AISBL, 2013)

Alliance

Define lower OSI layers of a
narrowband
PLC
data
transmission system over the
electricity grid

G.hnem (G.HNEM: LonWorks
The
New
ITU-T (IEC 14908-1) (Hendrik
Standard
on Ferreira) (ISO, 2015)
Narrowband
PLC
Technology, 2011)

C.

Target all main smart Span all layers of the OSI
grid application
model and can, besides over
power line, also be used over
other media
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charging, as well as supporting
interoperability among vendors
License

Open

Open

Open (ITU-T
G.9955 & G.9956)

Usability

- Grid asset management;
Smart grid and smart meter
- Meter management;
(Texas Instruments, 2013)
In-Home
energy
display/
management;
- Electric vehicle charging;
- Lighting automation (street, airport,
commercial buildings);
Factory
automation/energy
monitoring

A variety of Smart Smart street lighting systems,
Grid applications such commercial buildings (Echelon,
as smart metering, n.d.),
distribution
smart homes, solar installation
automation,
electric
car charging, demand
response, etc.

Security

AES-128

AES-128

AES-128

Open
(IEC 14908-1)

- Does not implement data
encryption but it does
implement Sender
Authentication
(Real
Time
Automation, 2015)

IEEE 1901.2 (NIST, 2013)

IEC 61334 (IEC)

IEEE 1901-2010 (IEEE,
2015)

G.hn (Lars Torsten Berger, 2013) (ITU)

Scope

- Specify communications for
low-frequency narrowband power
line devices;
- Use transmission frequencies
less than 500 kHz. Data rates will
be scalable to 500 kb/s

Be used primarily in
reading electric and
water meters and with
the supervisory control
and data acquisition
(SCADA)
telemetry
system

- Define a standard for
high-speed (>100 Mbps at
the
physical
layer)
communication devices via
electric power lines;
Use
transmission
frequencies below 100
MHz;

Deliver a single unified home
networking technology that can
run over coax, power lines,
phone lines, twisted pair
and plastic fibre, the whole
market benefits

License

Open (IEEE-SA, 2013)

Open

Open

Open (ITU-T G.9960
& G.9961)
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Usability

Address grid to utility meter, grid
automation, electric vehicle to
charging station, and within home
area networking communications
scenarios. Lighting and solar
panel power line communications
(PLC) are also potential uses of
this communications standard

Advanced metering

It is usable by all classes of
BPL devices, including
BPL devices used for the
first-mile/last-mile
connection (<1500 m to
the premise) to broadband
services as well as BPL
devices used in buildings
for local area networks
(LANs), smart energy
applications, transportation
platform
(vehicle)
applications, and other data
distribution
(<100
m
between devices)

Home automation and home
energy control, thermostats,
lighting and elsewhere in the
emerging “Home Grid” of the
Internet of Things.

Security

Smart grid security framework

Not found in IEC
61334, but there is a
standard IEC 62351:
Security for Smart Grid

AES-128

AES-128

SDH/SONET
SDH

SONET

ITU G.707 (International Telecommunication Union, 2008), ANSI T1.105, ANSI T1.106
G.783 (International Telecommunication Union, 2008),
G.784 (International Telecommunication Union, 2008), and
G.803 (International Telecommunication Union, 2008)
Scope

License

- Define optical signals and a synchronous frame structure for - Define optical signals and a synchronous frame structure for
multiplexed digital traffic;
multiplexed digital traffic;
-Define the rates and formats for optical networks

- Define the rates and formats for optical networks

In force

Open
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Usability

Deployed at all levels of the network infrastructure, including
the access network and the long-distance trunk network.

Security

Scrambler device is performed to solve various security Scrambler device is performed to solve various security attacks
attacks including denial-of-service attacks and the imitation including denial-of-service attacks and the imitation of
of SONET/SDH alarms (Fung)
SONET/SDH alarms (Fung)

LTE/LTE-A
LTE

•

LTE-A

Scope

Too broad, too many standards

Too broad, too many standards

License

In force

In force

Usability

4G

4G

Security

Security architecture and aspects of 3GPP accesses to the EPS
are covered in TR 33.401 (3GPP , 2008). (I) Network access
provides users with secure access to services and protects against
attacks on the access interfaces. (II) Network domain enables
nodes to securely exchange signalling data and user data, and
protects against attacks on the wire line network. (III) User
domain provides secure access to mobile stations. (IV)
Application domain security enables applications in the user and
provider domains to securely exchange messages. (V) Visibility
and configurability of security allow the user to learn whether a
security feature is in operation or not and whether the use and
provision of services should depend on the security feature.

Maintain the secure strength of the LTE systems, and specify the
corresponding security vulnerabilities, requirements and solutions.
But there are still some security vulnerabilities in the current
LTE/LTE-A networks, details referring to (Jin Cao, IEEE
Communications Surveys & Tutorials, 2014)

IEEE 802.11 Standards
Scope

IEEE 802.11 is an evolving set of specifications for wireless local area networks WLANs. They are widely used de-facto standards of
WLAN solutions. The standards define MAC and physical layer specifications for local wireless connectivity.

License

IEEE license

Usability

IEEE 802.11 are widely implemented, used and accepted standards.
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Security

IEEE 802.11i (also known as WPA2) uses AES, instead of RC4 (used in WEP). Home user are recommended to use WPA2 (AES PreShared Key), while enterprise users should use WPA2 plus RADIUS (or other secure authentication server) and secure authentication
e.g. EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) methods.

WiMAX
Scope

WiMAX technology is based on IEEE 802.16 standard for wireless broadband services. WiMAX Forum defines the technical
specifications of WiMAX technology. The IEEE 802.16 standard provides non-line-of-sight (NLoS) connectivity between a subscriber
station and base station. WiMAX is used for a variety of purposes such as fixed last-mile broadband access and long-range wireless
backhaul, broadband access to scattered population areas. It can provide an alternative to GSM, CDMA.

License

WiMAX is based on the open IEEE 802.16 standards.

Usability

WiMAX is claimed to be flexible and innovation friendly and be integrated with existing mobile and fixed networks (Cisco Systems,
2005).

Security

IEEE 802.16e-2005 supports secure mutual authentication and AES encryption. Authentication verifies the identity of a WiMAX
device. Encryption protects the contents of messages. If additional security services are required, they need to be added on. WiMAX
specific threats focus on attacking the radio links between WiMAX systems. Links from LOS (line-of-sight) WiMAX systems are more
difficult to attack than those from NLOS systems due to easier physical access. WiMAX needs to protect from common threats such as
denial of service attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks.

LAN (Ethernet)
Scope

Ethernet is the most popular Local Area Network technology that allows connecting devices that are usually in the same building. At
the very most, Ethernet devices could have only two hundred meters of cable between them, making it unusable for connecting devices
spread over geographically distanced locations. Modern improvements including fiber optic cabling have increased these distances to
tens of kilometres. Ethernet offers a bandwidth of 10Mbit/s, 100Mbit/s, 1Gbit/s) with a low but not applicable for real-time delay.

Licence

IEEE standards.

Usability

The Ethernet protocol provides rules for creating frames, which arrange chuncks of data for transfer over network. Rules include the
minimum and maximum lengths for frames as well as required information. For example, frames must have a destination address and
a source address, which uniquely identify the recipient and the sender of the message.

Security

Secure wire connection.

GS OSG 001 - Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP)
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Scope

Communication of smart device and data concentrators

Licence

Open and free. No licensing need or intellectual property issue.

Usability

Good: implementation effort is heavy, but many physical devices follow this protocol.

Security

High: authentication of logical interaction and encryption of data.

C.3

Networking Standards

IEC 61850 - Communication Networks and Systems in Substations
Scope

This standard targets automation for electric substations and consists of three core parts comprising of an object model, a
communications specification that maps to concrete protocols and a configuration language. The object model delivers an abstract
definition of shared data and services. Extends to system and project management as well as communication requirements.

License

Paid access.

Usability

No specific comments on usability.

Security

Security is not addressed.

ZigBee
Scope

Specify a communication protocol for the Home Area Network

License

The ZigBee specification is available free of charge to the general public and can be freely exploited for non-commercial purposes. To
create and sell ZigBee-compliant products and gain access to private non-finalized versions of the standard documentation it is possible
to apply for an entry-level membership in the ZigBee Alliance (called “Adopter membership”). Standard’s detailed specification is
available at www.zigbee.org

Usability

The access to the specification documents is free of charge. No cost is expected if a new product implementing the protocol is going to
be developed during the Mas2tering project. If a partner decides to certify the device and get the ZigBee commercial logo but this is not
going to happen during the Mas2tering project. There are already many companies selling on the market interoperable and certified
products and it will be quite easy to use and integrate them in the HAN architecture.
Furthermore, there are a lot of software and hardware tools, which can ease the adoption of the standard in the Mas2tering platform.
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Security

The ZigBee protocol can be configured to ensure these security aspects:
• Data Integrity
• Data Confidentiality
• Data authenticity
• Countermeasures against replay attack (through sequence numbers)
The main algorithms used to achieve these features are:
• AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) with 128 bits key length
• MIC (Message Integrity Code) also named MAC (Message Authentication Code)
However the standard has not been considered perfectly secure so far due to the fact that an attacker is able to sniff the secure key
during the association process, but this occurs only once: when a new device needs to join the network. The ZigBee Alliance is redefining the security model and we can expect that the security level of the protocol will be increased by the end of Mas2tering project.

VPN
Scope

VPN extends a private network across the Internet. VPN technologies are widely used with variation in terms of implementation
approaches and standards used.

Licence

Standards used in VPNs are widely open standards and protocols such as Layer 2 Tunnelling Protocol (L2TP), IPSec and TLS/SSL.
OpenVPN is an example of popular open-source software that supports VPN mechanisms.

Usability

There are existing open source implementations of VPN such as OpenVPN and SoftEther VPN, which may facilitate the usage of the
technology in Mas2tering. To ensure secure communication, knowledge of network security and careful configuration are necessary.

Security

Secure VPN uses secure protocols such as IPsec, TLS/SSL and SSH. VPN supports privacy, confidentiality, authentication and
message integrity. VPNs can provide protection to private networks if properly implemented and configured. Although VPNs support
confidentiality and integrity, they do not normally improve availability. L2TP is a tunnelling protocol used to provide virtual private
networks (VPNs). IPsec is used to add security features such support for authentication, integrity and privacy. The combination is
referred to as L2TP/IPsec, and is standardized in IETF RFC 3193.

IEEE standard for Electric Power Systems Communications – Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3)
Scope

Distributed automation, communication, feeder station, substation automation

Licence

Access to standard: paying. Implementation of standard: Open. Existing implementations license: Apache (free).
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Usability

Good. However a bit outdated API may make realizing some functionalities difficult.

Security

Medium: communication are authenticated with a workaround but not encrypted.

IETF Request For Comment (RFC) 6272
Scope

Request For Comment (RFC) 6272 identifies the key infrastructure protocols of the Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) for use in the Smart
Grid. It provides guidance on how to select the right IPS suitable for a Smart Grid system. Indeed, the IPS provides options for
numerous architectural components such as Transport Control Protocol (TCP), Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) or even
Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP). Thus it provides advice on how to best profile the IPS for use in smart grids.
It depicts the Internet Protocol layers from the network to the application layers. It also highlights specific protocols such as Transport
Layer Security (TLS) and Key management infrastructure (PKIX, Kerberos).

Licence

The RFC 6272 is subject to the rights, licences and restrictions contained in BCP 78 (https://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp78), and authors
retain all their rights. BCP stands for Best Current Practice. The RFC is freely available for download.

Usability

The RFC is pretty straightforward to read, and gives pointers to other relevant standards. Besides in appendix, it provides a worked
example for Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), where several possible models are presented. In particular, it helps structuring a
network.

Security

This RFC addresses security considerations from low network layer to application layer. It also introduces specific security protocols
that might be appropriate for smart grids. In particular, it covers key management, authentication, authorization and accounting, and
communication encryption.

ISO/IEC 14908:2012 series - Control networking standards: smart metering, demand and production flexibility, telecommunication
14908:2012-1: Protocol Stack

14908:2012-2: Twisted
Communications

Pair

Scope
The specification dealt with in
this standard applies to a
communication protocol for local
area control network. The
protocol concerns peer-to-peer
communication for networked

The 14908:2012-2 International
Standard is to be used together
with ISO/IEC 14908-1 and
provides specifications to the
Control
Network
Protocol
(CPN) for networked control

14908:2012-3:
-Power
Line Channel Separation
The
14908:2012-3
International
Standard
provides data exchange
requirements for networked
control systems over power
lines. The standard is to be
used in conjunction with

14908:2012-4:
Communications

IP

This standard deals with the
transporting of data from
commercial local areas to
Internet Protocol networks (IP).
In particular, Control Network
Protocol (CNP) packets are
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control; it can be used to
implement both peer-to-peer and
master-slave control strategies.
This
specification
includes
description of services in layers
from 2 to 7. In the specification
of the data link layer (layer 2) the
MAC sub-layer interface to the
physical layer is also described;
the specification of layer 7 also
includes a detailed description of
the different types of messages
that can be used by the various
applications for the exchange of
both application and network
management data.

system applied to local areas
(i.e. small portion of the grid).
The CPN is a free-topology
twisted-pair channel supporting
communication at 78,125 kbit/s
between multiple nodes. Each
node in this case consists of:

ISO/IEC 14908-1. More in
particular the standard
attempts to establish a set
of
rules
to
ensure
compliance, but does not
include extended services.

encapsulated within IP packets
(using what is called a tunnelling
mechanism). The standard is
useful
to
ensure
the
interoperability between the
various CNP devices that want
to exchange information using
the CNP protocol via IP
network.
The
mechanism
described in the standard applies
to both CNP nodes and routers.
Normative
and
informative
aspects related to the standard
are also included as appendices

License

This is an ISO/IEC standard
which had to be purchased from
ISO specifically for the purpose
of this assessment. Available at
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.
htm?csnumber=60203

This is an ISO/IEC standard
which had to be purchased from
ISO specifically for the purpose
of
this
assessment.
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detai
l.htm?csnumber=60204

This is an ISO/IEC
standard which had to be
purchased
from
ISO
specifically for the purpose
of
this
assessment.
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_
detail.htm?csnumber=6020
5

This is an ISO/IEC standard
which had to be purchased from
ISO specifically for the purpose
of
this
assessment.
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detai
l.htm?csnumber=60206

Usability

The standard is explicit in its
requirements for configuration,
format of layers and interfaces,
address
recognition
and

This International Standard is to
be used by all people or
organizations
involved
in
design,
manufacture,

This part of ISO/IEC 14908
has been written to provide
mechanisms through which
vendors and providers of

In a similar way to 14908:20123, this part of the standard has
been produced
to provide
mechanisms through which

-

A transceiver

-

A protocol processor

-

An
processor

-

A power supply

-

Applications

application

The 14908:2012-2 includes
specifications for OSI layer 1
and interface to the MAS
(Media Access Control) sublayer
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authentication protocols.

Security

engineering, installation
commissioning activities.

and

local area control networks
may exchange information
in a standardised way.
Therefore it may be used by
all involved in design,
manufacture, engineering,
installation
and
commissioning
activities
over the energy grid and
has been made in response
to
the
essential
requirements
of
the
Constructive
Products
Directive.

vendors and providers of local
area control networks may
exchange information in a
standardised way.. Therefore it
may be used by all involved in
design,
manufacture,
engineering, installation and
commissioning activities over
the energy grid and has been
made in response to the essential
requirements of the Constructive
Products Directive.

There is little reference to data There are NO references to
security within this standard. The security (data or otherwise)
only relevant references are as contained within this standard.
follows: 1. Authentication of the
message sender’s identity is
included as a transport layer
service, for use when the security
of sender authentication is
required. The authentication
server
requires
only
the
Transaction Control Sublayer to
accomplish its function. Thus
Transport and Session layer
messages may be authenticated
using all of the addressing modes
other than broadcast. 2. The
authentication scheme must be
correctly
used
to
provide
maximum security. One problem

There are NO references to
security (data or otherwise)
contained
within
this
standard.

The standard refers to “optional”
security measures [for the
transporting of CNP packets
over IP channels] to prevent
malicious users from tampering
with devices. Considering that
security
weaknesses
have
historically been identified in
802.11.xx wireless protocols this
is an aspect that will need to be
addressed if the Mas2tering
outputs are to receive wider
acceptance.
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that the user should be aware is
the
transportation
of
authentication keys in the open
using a network management
command. This problem can be
overcome by using the increment
authentication
key
network
management
command
(see
13.7.6 and A.11) rather than the
network management command
that provides an absolute value
for the key (see 13.7.4 and A.30).

C.4

Energy Management Standards

USEF – Universal Smart Energy Framework
Scope

USEF provides comprehensive framework for the development of smart grid product and services by providing concrete market
processes and interaction between grid actors. It applies to all levels of the energy network and provides detailed descriptions of new
actors that are expected to arise in the smart grid context. As a consequence it also applies to the portion of the grid targeted in
Mas2tering.
USEF provides a detailed description of a marked-based coordination mechanism that is used to facilitate the delivery of smart
services to market players, but does not provide any final technical solution (e.g. optimization software). USEF only creates the basis
and provides the minimal set of specifications for the development of business and technical solutions under a common framework.
In USEF great attention is also paid to the contractual agreements between actors and on the requirement of data communication and
data security. To this aim USEF provides guidelines to address privacy and security issues that are then used to create the USEF IT
framework.

Licence

USEF is an open-source framework. All documents can be found at http://www.usef.info/Home.aspx. It also allows all projects in the
smart grid area to adopt USEF to increase their impact and relevance.

Usability

The nature of the USEF framework makes it usable by any project in the smart grid area.
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Security

USEF has been designed to comply with the new European General Data Protection Regulation. It provides a guideline to address
privacy and security issues. In particular, the USEF guideline is structured around 9 “windows” that together present a complete view
of the privacy and security aspects associated with smart grids. The guideline has been used to design the logical security architecture
that is part of the USEF IT framework.
The 9 “windows” includes: 1) Privacy value creation trade-offs; 2) Data management; 3) Data communication; 4) Confidentiality; 5)
Integrity; 6) Availability; 7) Disaster recovery; 8) Identification, Authentication, Authorization; 9) Risk assessment

OpenADR - Open Automated Demand Response Communication Standards
Scope

OpenADR is a research and low cost standards development to automate energy management, especially by enabling demand side
management resources to participate in electricity markets by communicating prices and reliability signals directly to customers using a
common language and existing communications infrastructures such as Internet. OpenADR machine-to-machine standard interface
includes the information model, transport and security mechanisms, and the manner in which data is exchanged between two end
points.
In other words, OpenADR defines messages exchanged between utilities and commercial or industrial customers for price-responsive
and direct load control.
The first specification was released in April 2009 by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and since has been released
in July 1, 2013 in version 2.0b by the OpenADR alliance (about 90 members).
OpenADR is generally used within energy management programs or business cases. For instance, a billing energy surcharges or
rewards will be applied on the “Demand Response Peak Pricing Program”.

Relation
with
international
instances
or
standard bodies

In order to fulfil industry security requirements and NIST Cyber Security guidelines, the OpenADR Alliance maintains its own Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI).
OpenADR has been approved by EIC as an open standard: IEC/PAS 62746-10-1 and EPRI approved the OpenADR Specification.
The CIM Users Group (CIMug) is working with OpenADR alliance on a CIM-OpenADR harmonization.
International companies such as PG&E, EDF, Honeywell, Siemens, Alstom, Cisco, SilverSpring, or Ventix (ABB) support the
OpenADR alliance.

Architecture
brief

in

The OpenADR standard is a one-to-many relationship and is composed of 2 node types, a Virtual End Node (VEN) and a Virtual Top
Nodes (VTN). A VEN may have one or more VTNs relationship and a VTN may have one or more VENs in a relationship as showed
in the drawing below. The virtual top node is the pilot component and the virtual end node is the logical interface behind which are the
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load shedding resources.

Parties can take dual roles, VEN and VTN as showed in this second drawing and are mostly referring to aggregator roles.

OpenADR allows to target and deliver message(s) per filtering interest, from a VEN (Virtual End Node), Group (group of VEN),
device class (all thermostats), service (group of VEN attached to the same service) to one resource type (a water heater for instance).
An example of messages sharing between a VTN and a VEN:
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The OpenADR standard comes with 2 profiles, “A” and “B”. OpenADR “A” is targeting limited resource devices (thermostats) and
simple DR applications. OpenADR “B”* is targeting robust devices and sophisticated DR applications.
Profile “A” Short description:
OpenADR2.0a profile is simpler and its test suite is consisting of approximately 60 test cases covering positive, negative and functional
test scenarios. 2.0a defines only 1 messaging service:
- EiEvent Service (Send and Acknowledge DR Events).
Profile “B” Short description:
OpenADR2.0b offers higher end implementations. The intersystem messaging structure adds more complex processes (event and price)
as well as feedbacks and additional services (e.g. EMS, BAS). 2.0b test suite is then more important than for profile “A” and is
consisting of approximately 200 test cases. Profile “B” defines 4 types of services:
- EiEvent Service (Send and Acknowledge DR Events). Profile “A” limited on EiEvent
- EiOpt Service (Define temporary availability schedules)
- EiReport Service (Request and deliver reports)
- EiRegisterParty Service (VEN Registration, device information exchange)

License

Application examples:
- Critical peak pricing is covered by profile “A” on a basis, as there are no feedback loops on “A”. But the example may be
upgraded with real time pricing and fine granularity with profile “B”.
- Load as a Capacity resource is only covered by profile “B” as it requests real time information and complex management events
Open Source Java implementation (Client and Server) is available and managed by EPRI on Sourceforge under licence BSD License:
1/ OpenADR 2.0b EPRI’s Open Source VTN implementation example: http://sourceforge.net/projects/openadr2vtn/
2/ OpenADR 2.0b EPRI’s Open Source VEN implementation example: http://sourceforge.net/projects/openadr2bven-pull/
FRAND License for necessary claims
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Usability

Demand Side Management Programs:
- Peak Day Pricing
- Demand Bidding Program (DBP)
- Capacity Bidding Program (CBP)
- Aggregator Managed Portfolio (AMP)
- Real Time Pricing
Load predictability and generation information
Reliability signals

Smart devices:
- Weather reporting and forecast modules
- Universal Device (Zwave products)
- Thermostats OpenADR: Honeywell, Ecobee, Networkthermostat, etc.
- Controllers: Acuity, Entouch, etc.
- Concentrators: Enernoc
Security
OpenADR offers 2 security levels that are mirroring from profiles “A” and “B”. “A” profiles are only Standard security where “B”
profiles may provides either Standard or High security levels for the implementer to choose from. The Standard Security level is
mandatory and the High Security level (when available) is optional.
Standard Security: TLS 1.0 or greater with server and client side certificates. RSA and/or ECC cipher suites (server and client
certificates with TLS and XML wrapping functionalities. Notes: Optional signing of XML payloads). High Security: Standard Security
+ XML signatures to increase non-repudiation. Fingerprint validation against venID.
ISO/IEC 15067 Information technology – Home Electronic System (HES) application model
Scope

ISO/IEC 15067 “Information technology – Home Electronic System (HES) application model” focuses on products and services that
can manage energy consumption and generation of devices dynamically in response to electricity supply and prices that may vary over
time.
It currently consists of three parts:
Part 2: Lighting model for HES,
Part 3: Model of a demand-response energy management system for HES,
Part 4: Model of a security system for HES
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The focus of this section is on part 3 “Model of a demand-response energy management system for HES”. It specifies an energy
management model for programs that manage the consumer demand for electricity using a method known as “demand response”. Three
types of Demand Response (DR) are specified in this standard: direct control, local control and distributed control.
Licence

This standard is available from ISO/IEC and is copyright protected. No part of this publication may be reproduced or re-disseminated,
even partial, whatever the form, without permission in writing from either IEC or IEC’s member National Committee in the country of
the requester.

Usability

The standard provides examples of logical and physical models, and illustrates some use cases (local control, direct control with
supervision, utility meter services, etc.). High-level architectures and associated description are explained, making it quite selfexplanatory to understand.

Security

Security is addressed by part 4 of the ISO/IEC 15067 standard, and it has not been evaluated.

C.5

Smart Metering Standards

IEEE 1377 - Utility Industry Metering Communication Protocol Application Layer: smart metering, demand and production flexibility
Scope

Application layer specification for use in Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Smart-Grid. Applies to electrical domain as
well as to water and gas meters. Tables are organised into functional categories such as load profile, quality of power and security.

License

Paid access.

Usability

Describes data contents using XML and binary codes.

Security

Security settings are described in relevant tables.

ISO/IEC 15045 - Home Electronic Systems Gateway, administration
Scope

This specification targets communication for all home electronic devices. The standard defines the specification for the interconnection
of network domains inside to that outside the domestic house. The scope as well as metering domestic appliance control and
administration targets broadband digital streams, health care monitoring, security monitoring, occupancy monitoring. The gateway
translates message formats, hardware signals and synchronisation. An intermediate language specification Common Interoperability
Framework (HES-CIF) facilitates the interoperation between protocols.

License

Paid access.
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Usability

No specific comments on usability.

Interoperability

Not constrained to IP based protocols, supports analogue video and broadband digital streams.

Security

Security is addressed.

TS 103 908 PLT - BPSK Narrow Band Power Line Channel for Smart Metering Applications (CEN EN 14908-3:2006)
Scope

‘High’ performance power line communication targeting many smart grid devices. Covers layer 1 in OSI model supporting IEC14908
(layers 2 to 6). Uses the typical binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) modulated carrier signalling technique.

License

Open

Usability

Employed as the physical layer in OSGP.

Security

Not considered in the review.

ETSI TR 102 691 - Machine to Machine (M2M) Communications; Smart Metering Use Cases
Scope

The report includes description of 14 ) Use Cases which have been identified for the Smart Metering M2M application. For each Use
Case actors/stakeholders and information flows are identified and form the basis for future requirements work at TC M2M on Smart
Metering. Several parts of the document have been extracted from the report ‘Smart Metering Functionality Use Cases’[ESMIG
Document ESMCR003-002-1.0 (October 2009): "Smart Metering Functionality Use Cases", Engage Consulting Limited (assigned by
ESMIG)] in particular the sub-clauses ‘General Use Case Description’, ‘Scenario’, and ‘Information Exchanges’ of clause 5.2. See
http://docbox.etsi.org/M2M/M2M/20-Info/reference_documents The list of Functionality Use Cases are expressed in broad terms, so
that they can be related to electricity, gas, heating/cooling and water metering.

License

Access
to
the
Technical
Report
is
publicly
available
on
the
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_tr/102600_102699/102691/01.01.01_60/tr_102691v010101p.pdf

Usability

The Technical Report has been written in relatively straightforward manner and clearly describes definitions, abbreviations, and the use
case scenarios to which it relates. It also clarifies the limitation of its scope, in particular that it provides functional rather than technical
descriptions of the various use-case scenarios.

Internet,

shortcut

below:
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Security

The following general security requirements are contained within the report: (i) “The M2M System should support a security solution
that makes it impossible to acquire information about the data collected by eavesdropping at any point in the network. A particular
application may or may not require the use of such security solution”; (ii) “Security solution should not prevent regulatory requirements
such as lawful interception (iii) End points of the M2M System should be able to verify the integrity of the data exchanged”.

EN 13757 - Meter (M)-Bus standards: smart metering, telecommunication
Scope

This standard has the purpose of remote reading of energy meters (gas and electric) as well as water in a domestic setting and can
extend to the reading of state of sensors and setting of actuators. It has two parts/scopes relating to the OSI physical and link layers and,
the application layer which constitutes the Meter-Bus (M-Bus) (physical layer EN 13757 part 2 physical and link layer and the
application layer EN 13757 part 3). In the scope of metering, the standard defines the meter connection, data description and addressing
of devices in a network. The physical layer describes the low-level data representation, the data link layer defines the transmission of
data, the network layer defines the addressing schemes for network and the application layer defines the high level constructs including
data types and actions.

License

Open / free of charge to download documentation.

Usability

Wired and wireless specifications defined. Provision for battery-powered systems has been specified in part 4. An open source C
language interface library is available.

Security

Dependent on the protocol used e.g. KNX

Security

Security can be addressed as part of the transport layer.

ETSI TR 103 240 - Power Line Telecommunications (PLT) for smart metering and home automation
Scope

This standard supports the communication for smart meters and home automation using IP based transports over power lines. The
application of Device Language Message Specification (DLMS) / Companion Specification for Energy Metering COSEM data models
is covered in the specification.

Licence

The details of this specification are extracted from a recommendation. The recommendation is free to download.

Usability

Depending on the topology the hardware may be required to be specified as suitable for working across distribution boxes or through
transformers which requires multiple technologies and therefore complexity. Operation of cables carrying PLT can be susceptible to
radio frequency signals

Security

Not applicable.
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IEC 62056 - Electricity metering - Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control
Scope

Electricity meter reading, protocol stack from application layer down to transport. Transports supported include TCP-UDP/IP networks,
PLC S-FSK neighbourhood networks, connection-oriented HDLC based communication profile. Specific parts include part 21 known
as “Flag”, which originally targeted hand held units but has been used with public telephone networks and GSM wireless modems. Part
31 ‘Euridis’ targets remote reading of meter registers over twisted pair cabling. Further parts define the DLMS (Device Language
Message Specification) and COSEM (Companion Specification for Energy Metering) specifications.

License

Paid access.

Usability

Open java libraries available for DLMS/COSEM, a (non ‘international’) subset of IEC 62056.

Security

Varies depending on the meter and configuration. Ranges from none through nominally low to high specification. Low includes simple
password, high includes encrypted password for sign on. Past the sign on, security extends to upholding confidentially of
communications via protection against unauthorised reading. Additionally protection read and writes of shared entities at the server is
provided. Specifically Euridis specifies a physical magnetic plug to deter access.

C.6

Smart Grid Monitoring and Performance Standards

IEC 60870 - Data Transmission Protocols for SCADA
Scope

Data acquisition and control of distributed systems and electric transmission grids (SCADA), e.g. control of substation from central
control station, monitoring and control of DER. Covers layer 7 to layer 1 (excluding 6 and 5). Physical layer is Ethernet and x21
(differential full duplex signalling 9600 bps to 64 Kbps). Beyond control and data communications, the standard specifics support for
‘teleprotection’. Specifically, part 5 applies to electric power domain and is comprised of 5 primary sub parts.

License

Paid access.

Usability

Covers communications over Ethernet (IEC 60870-5-104) and serial (IEC 60870-5-101). Abstractly the standard supports various
network topologies including star, multi dropped and point-to-point.

Security

Security extensions specified in IEC/TS 60870-5-7:2013 guarantee the integrity of the transmission. Security measures ensure that data
was not changed in transmission and that it was transmitted by an authorised device. The standard specifies ‘teleprotection’ for electric
power systems.
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IEEE 1250 - IEEE Guide for Identifying and Improving Voltage Quality in Power Systems
Scope

Voltage disturbance, surge protection, faults.

Licence

Implementation is free, but requires use of subject matter covered by patent rights.

Usability

Low: the standard proposes knowledge to take into account while designing a system, but does not provide protocols that can be used.

Security

Physical security of equipment.

IEEE 1159:1995 - Recommended Practice for Monitoring Electrical Power Quality
Scope

The document evaluates single-phase and poly-phase ac power systems in terms of electrical quality. In particular the standard includes
consistent and detailed descriptions of electromagnetic phenomena occurring on power system, providing nominal condition and
deviation from nominal conditions. Finally, the standard describes measurements techniques, application techniques and interpretation
of monitoring results.

License

Paid access - http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/1159- 2009.html

Usability

The standard refers to the standard grid. With the advent of the smart grid the power quality phenomena described in this standard
might require improved definitions. Also, phenomena that are not currently relevant at LV grid level can acquire importance. In
addition, the advent of smart grids may require substantial modifications to metrological properties of measurement instruments.

Security

Security (intended as data security) is not described in the Standard.

IEEE 1613:2009 - Standard Environmental and Testing Requirements for Communications Networking Devices in Electric Power Substations
Scope

The standard deals with the Environmental and Testing requirements for communications networking devices used for electric
transmission and distribution inside/outside an electric power substation. In particular it is aimed at filling critical gaps in smart grid
devices installed in sub-station, on distribution feeders and in smart meters that use radio frequency, power line communication,
Ethernet cables and new frequencies used by mobile phones.

License

Paid access.

Usability

The standard is very short, but requires a very detailed knowledge of the possible issues related to communication networks. Also, it
requires other standard to be usable.

Security

The standard does not deal with security.
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IEEE P1547 - Series of Interconnecting Standards for Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Dist. Resources
Scope

IEEE P1547 defines the requirement to connect distributed resources such as distribution generation and storage to the grid. The
standard include parameters important for a safe and reliable operation such as synchronization, prevention of inadvertent energization
and power quality.

Licence

This is an IEEE standard which can be purchased from the following link:
http://www.techstreet.com/products/1094603

Usability

The standard is not enough explicit. The standard does not take into account the current DSO’s requirements. It is not adapted for high
penetration of DR.

Security

Only energy security

CLC TS 50549-1 - Requirements for generating plants to be connected in parallel with distribution networks - Part 1: Connection to a LV
distribution network above 16A
Scope

This Technical Specification (TS) defines requirements for distributed generation connected to the LV grid. The requirements of this
Technical Specification apply to all generating plants, electrical machinery and electronic equipment, irrespective of the kind of
primary energy source and irrespective of the presence of loads in the producer’s network.

Licence

The TS seems to be distributed by the National Electrotechnical Committees of European countries. The different partners can be found
with the following link: http://www.cenelec.eu/aboutcenelec/whoweare/ceneleccommunity/
Per example, the TS can be purchased from: https://www.nen.nl/NEN-Shop-2/Standard/NPRCLCTS-5054912015-en.htm
The TS is explicit in its requirements for configuration of the settings.

Usability

IEEE 1646:2004 - Standard Communication Delivery Time Performance Requirements for Electric Power Substation Automation.
Scope

The standard deals with the definition of communication delivery times of information to be exchanged within an external to substation
integrated protection, control and data acquisition systems.

License

Paid access.

Usability

The standard is particularly technical and requires thorough knowledge of both power and ICT systems. Also, it requires to be coupled
with other standards to be usable within Mas2tering.

Security

Only a definition of security is provided: “Communication Security is defined as the immunity of the communication network to
accidental or intentional unauthorized access. The communication system shall support three levels of security of access to network
resources: high, medium, and low. High security access will be limited to predefined and appropriately validated Clients. Medium and
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low security access will be granted respectively to Clients meeting simple or no criteria.”
IEEE C37.1 - Standard for SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) and Automation Systems – electric substations
Scope

The standard specifies (parameters for) the control, measurement, monitoring time synchronisation, use of ancillary services and roles
of programmed functions of devices in the context of electric sub stations, essentially supporting substation integration and automation.
Non-specific protocols and data i.e. a range can be used. Applies to substations within the context of operations for types: transmission,
generation and conversion.

License

Obtained from IEEE ‘xplore’ digital library.

Usability

The standard gives high-level guidance, which is non-constraining.

Security

Good, incorporates Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). There is no framework for logging for security
attacks.
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Annex D

Standards in EU Smart Metering Solutions

This annex section provides further details on EU smart metering solutions extending Chapter 4.

D.1
SMETS2
Scope

Smart Metering in UK
Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications v2.0
Background
The UK Government’s vision is for every home and small business in Great Britain to
have smart electricity and gas meters by 2020. The €15bn programme aims at
replacing 53 million meters with smart electricity and gas meters in domestic
properties and smart or advanced meters in smaller non-domestic sites, bringing
benefits to approximately 30 million premises.
The smart metering programme consists of two phases: the foundation stage followed
by the main installation stage. During the foundation stage (which began in Mar 2011)
the Government has been working with the energy industry, consumer groups and
other interested parties to ensure that all of the necessary groundwork is completed to
ensure the main installation stage of the smart meters roll-out goes as smoothly as
possible.
Most customers are expected to receive their smart meters in the main installation
stage (commencing Sep 2015), although some will receive smart meters during the
foundation stage, as energy suppliers start up their programmes. Already, nearly
900,000 smart and advanced meters are operating in households and small businesses.
The need for this standard (SMETS2)
A common standard has been agreed due to the need to ensure common
communication protocols are established between the meters, In-Home Displays,
Home Area networks, Communication Hubs and the national Data Communications
Company, which supports ease of customer/supplier switching whilst still allowing
interchange ability between manufacturers of the items.
The requirement to install metering equipment in Great Britain which complies with
these SMETS arises from standard licence conditions 39, 40 and 50.10 in electricity
supply licences.
Section 5 of the document describes the minimum physical, functional, interface and
data, testing and certification requirements of Electricity Smart Metering Equipment
that an electricity Supplier is required to install to comply with condition 39 (or 50.10)
of its licence.
Section 6 of the document constitutes the In-Home Display (IHD) Technical
Specifications, which describe the minimum physical, functional, interface, data,
testing and certification requirements of the IHD installed to comply with condition 40
of the electricity supply licence.
Section 7 of the document constitutes the Prepayment Interface Device Technical
Specifications (PPMID), which describe the minimum physical, functional, interface,
data, testing and certification requirements of the PPMID installed to comply with
condition 52 of the electricity supply licence.
Section 8 of the document constitutes the HAN Connected Auxiliary Load
Control Switch (HCALCS) Technical Specifications, which describe the minimum
physical, functional, interface, testing and certification requirements of the HCALCS
installed to comply with condition 52 of the electricity supply licence.
The document has been brought into force by the Secretary of State for the purposes of
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the relevant licence conditions. SMETS2 v1.57 was notified to the European
Commission in accordance with the requirements of Article 8 of Directive 98/34/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council laying down a procedure for the provision
of information in the field of technical standards and regulations (OJ L 204, 21.7.1998,
p. 37) as amended by Directive 98/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council (OJ L 217, 5.8.1998, p. 18). The Government is currently considering if renotification is required due to the changes made in this version (v1.58), compared to
v1.57.
The document should be read in conjunction with any other relevant supply licence
conditions and with regard to the wider statutory and regulatory framework applying to
devices installed for the purpose of energy supply to premises, for example; the
Measuring Instruments (Active Electrical Energy Meters) Regulations 2006.
First version (SMETS 1) v1.0 18 December 2012 - Final Second version (SMETS2)
v1.0 24 January 2013 – Draft Version notified to the European Commission as per the
requirements of the Technical Standards and Regulations Directive (98/34/EC), as
amended by Directive 98/48/EC.
Licence

The Smart Metering technical and security architecture is based on a suite of agreed,
open standards, reflecting the UK Government strategy to facilitate the development of
third party innovative solutions for consumer devices.
The Standard is freely available and the current version can be downloaded from the
Department of Energy and Climate Change website, link below:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/38
1535/SMIP_E2E_SMETS2.pdf

Interoperability

D.2
Scope

The standard requires the product to be capable of joining a ZigBee SEP v1.2 Smart
Metering Home Area Network which operates within the 2400 – 2483.5 MHz
harmonised frequency band. On joining the network, the product must be capable of
generating and sending an Alert to that effect via its HAN Interface.

Smart Metering in Belgium
There are no massive deployments in any region because of negative cost benefit
analysis in all three regions. Only Flanders had a slightly cost effective case in one
scenario and only for a part of the lifetime of the smart meters. But in Flanders, smart
meter deployment received low interest from customers with low attendance at
information sessions and who do not ask many questions.
In Flanders, Eandis started its first pilot with 4,750 smart meters (gas and electricity
meters) at 2,800 customers (2009-2010). A larger pilot with 40,000 smart meters was
deployed in 2011. Various communication media were tested such as cable, DSL and
GPRS.
In Flanders, Infrax has chosen for Dutch Smart Metering Requirements 4.0 with
Ethernet and GPRS. Reading are performed every 15 minutes.
The position of Sibelga the DSO of Brussels is that although it is not cost effective, to
prepare future deployment. The DSO is waiting a common European standard for
deployment.
Sibelga is waiting for a common European standard. Sibelga want to avoid
interoperability problems and wants to make a large test in 2017 when standards would
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be more mature. This test would include about 5,000 smart meters. The test would
assess functional and technical aspects as the possibility for dynamic pricing. In 2014,
Sibelga smart meters platforms already covers about 3,000 large consumers and is
expected to be extended to large residential consumers in the short term.
Ores (DSO in Wallonia) is considering smart meter deployment starting in 2019. The
rollout would be spread on 15 years. Two pilot projects have been tested. One project
with about 1,000 smart meters PLC (S-FSK). Another pilot project with about 600
smart meters using GPRS. Currently, the University of Mons is studying the use of
PLC with GPRS as backup.
Licence

In the three Belgian regions, no specifications and requirements have been formally
defined since only pilot projects have been deployed. All DSOs are still studying the
specifications of the implementation. Interest has been shown in upcoming standards.
Results of the pilot projects with more or less details are publicly available. Eandis has
published in March 2014 a more comprehensive study.
http://www.eandis.be/sites/eandis/files/documents/eindrapport_slimme_meters_maart_
2014.pdf

Security

In Flanders there is a working group on privacy at the regulator level (VREG). Both
Infrax and Eandis are preparing their solutions for the upcoming privacy laws at the
European level. Ten different aspects of security have been considered in the Flemish
pilot projects.
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